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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY
BETHESDA, MD 20814

March 09, 2016

RE: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request #16-F-00273: A copy of the
CPSC Inspector General's Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act Annual
Reports to Congress, for the year 2014 and 2015

Thank you for your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request seeking
information from the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission ("Commission"). The
information responsive to your request is enclosed.
Thank you for your interest in consumer product safety. This completes the
processing of your request. The cost to the Commission to prepare this information was
$20.00. In this case, we have decided to waive the charges. Should you have any
questions, contact us by letter, facsimile (301) 504-0127, telephone (301) 504-7923, or
e-mail addressed to cpsc-foia@cpsc.gov.
Sincerely,

~~ ----

Freedom of Information Officer
The Secretariat - Office of the Secretary
Office of the General Counsel

Enclosure

United Stales
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
Bethesda, MD 208 I4
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act Report to Congress

27 March 2015

Executive Summary
The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) of 2008 requires that the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) include in
an annual report to the appropriate congressional committees the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations from its reviews and audits perfonned under section 205 of the CPSIA, as well
as employee complaints fitting the definitions set forth in section 205(b) of the CPSIA. This
year's report focuses on the CPSC's capital improvement efforts involving information
technology and the CPSC's laboratory accreditation program.
Capital Improvements: The CPSIA requires that the CPSC improve its infonnation technology
(IT) architecture in general. Last year's report focused on the agency's efforts over the past
several years to ensure the security of the infonnation stored in the CPSC's IT systems. In fiscal
year 2014, in addition to IT security, we also assessed the CPSC's efforts to implement a
structured IT investment management process. We did so by contracting with an Independent
Public Accounting (IPA) firm, WithumSmith+Brown, to conduct a follow-up review of the
CPSC's IT investment management process. This review determined that during the audit
period, the CPSC had not executed five of the key practices that had been identified in the
previous audit as being executed. The CPSC had also executed one new key practice that was
not previously executed. Put another way, the agency lost ground in some areas, but gained
ground in others. However, taken as a whole, the agency remained at the lowest level, maturity
Stage I. Please see full report at attachment I.
The Federal Inforn1ation Security Management Act (FISMA) requires each federal agency to
develop, document, and implement an agency-wide program to provide information security for
the infom1ation and information systems that support the operations and assets of the agency. It
also requires that the relevant Office of Inspector General perform an annual assessment of the
agency's compliance with FISMA. The FY 14 FISMA evaluation found that, although much
work remains, management has made substantial progress in implementing the FISMA
requirements. Please see full report at attachment 2.
Laboratory Accreditation Program: The CPSIA requires that the CPSC Office of Inspector
General review the adequacy of procedures developed by the CPSC for accrediting conformity
assessment bodies as authorized by section I 4(a)(3) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15
U.S.C. 2063(a)(3)), as amended by the CPSIA.
The CPSC 010 contracted Kearney & Company, an IPA, to perform an audit to assess the
compliance of the CPSC's program for accrediting laboratory assessment bodies with the CPSIA
and the applicable sections of the Federal Register. This audit also served as a follow-up on
previous reviews of the Third Party Laboratory Accreditation Program that were conducted by
the CPSC 010. The OJ G's original review of the CPSC's laboratory accreditation program
focused on the program's internal controls. It found that although CPSC management had done
a remarkable job of creating a laboratory accreditation program out of whole cloth, there were
still areas of the program that needed improvement. In particular, perhaps because of the rate at
which the program was created, written policies and procedures often were found to be lacking;
aspects of the review process appeared to be subjective; and, internal control design was deemed

weak in certain areas of the program's management. The follow-up review performed by the
OIG found that the agency had taken aggressive measures to address these findings. In the most
recent review, Kearney found that in order to accredit testing laboratories, the CPSC relied on
accreditation bodies that are signatories to the International Laboratory Accreditation
Cooperation Mutual Recognition Arrangement. Kearney also found that the CPSC has a process
in place for accepting accredited laboratories (and also auditing them on a periodic basis). The
CPSC website, which is used to display public information regarding the accepted laboratories,
was found to be up-to-date and current. Finally, Kearney found that over the past year, the
CPSC has made several improvements to its Third-Party Laboratory Accreditation Program, to
include updating written policies and procedures, addressing prior/open findings identified from
the earlier OIG reviews, and updating the Laboratory Approval System to automate manual
processes/controls. However, Kearney did note several instances in which the CPSC performed
certain controls it did not have documented in its written policies and procedures. (Please see
full report at attachment 3.)
Employee Complaints: No complaints fitting the definitions set forth in section 205(b) of the
CPSlA have been filed with this office.

(\~._l ~~~
~W.Dentel

Inspector General
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
Attachments:
I. Performance Audit of Information Technology Investment Management
2. Federal Information Security Management Act Report
3. Third-Party Laboratory Accreditation Program Performance Audit

WlthumSmllh+Brown
A Professional Corporation
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants
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TO

Roben S. Adler, Chairman, Acting
Marietta Robinson, Commissioner
Ann Marie Buerkle, Commissioner

FROM

Christopher W. Dentel
Inspector General

SUBJECT :

Follow-Up Audit of the CPSC's Information Technology Investment Maturity

The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA) calls for upgrades of the
Commission's infonnation technology architecture and systems and the development of a
database of publicly available infonnalion on incidents involving injury or death required under
section 6A of the Consumer Product Safety Act, ns added by section 212 of the CPSIA. It also
calls for the Office of Inspector General to review the agency's efforts in these areas.
In order to objectively assess lhe CPSC's efforts in this area and lo help provide lhe agency wilh
a road map to meet the goals set out in the CPSIA this office chose to employ the Government
Accountability Office's (GAO) Information Technology Investment Maturity {ITIM) model
framework. The ITIM framework is a maturity model composed of five progressive stages of
maturity that an agency can achieve in ils IT investment management capabilities. The maturity
stages are cumulative; lhat is in order to :lllain n higher stage of maturity, the agency musl have
institutionalized all of the requirements for thal stage in addition to those for all of the lower
stages. The framework can be used to assess the maturity of an agency's investment
management processes as a tool for orgnnizalional improvement.
GAO's ITIM maturity model framework offers organizalions a rond map for improving their IT
investment management processes in a systematic and organized manner. These process
improvements are intended to: improve the likelihood that investments will be compleced on
time, within budget, and with the expected functionali1y; promote better underslnnding and
manngemenl of related risks; ensure lhat investments are selected based on their merits by a
well-infonned decision-mnking body; implement idens and innovations to improve process
management; and increase the business value and mission performance of investments.

CPSC Hotline 14300.6JO·CPSC(2n2} II CPSC's Web Sile hllp llwww.cpsc gov

PLige 2

In fiscal year 2011, under a conlrnct monitored by the Oflice of Inspector Generul, Wi1hum,
Smith & Brown (WS+B), an independent certified public accounling firm, issued an audit report
regarding the CPSC's Information Technology (IT) investmenl management processes, using the
Government Accountability Office's (GAO) Information Technology Investment Management
(JTIM) framework. This initial ITIM audit found that the CPSC had reoched Stage I of the fivcstage IT investment maturity model. WS+B outlined 11 specilic actions that in their opinion the
CPSC would need to uccomplish lo achieve maturity Stage 2. In fiscal year 2012 a follow-up
!TIM oudi< was conducted by WS+B which found tho< <he CPSC was still at Stage I of <he fivestagc IT investment maturity model as defined by the GAO. They also found tha< the CPSC had
implemented most of the key practices and critical processes that constitute Stage 2. Based on
their assessment, they outlined two specific actions that in their opinion the CPSC needed to
perfonn to achieve maturity S1age 2
Attached please find the second follow-up Performance Audit of the Information Technology
Investment Maturity of the Consumer Product Safely Commission. This audit was also
performed by WS+B under a contract monitored by the Office of Inspector General. In
connection with the conlracl, we reviewed WS&B's report and related documentation and
inquired of its representntives. Our review, ns differentiated from an nudit in nccordnnce with
generally accepted government audiling standards, was not intended to enable us lo express, :md
we do not express, an opinion on the matters contained in the repon. WS+B is responsible for
the auached auditor's report. However, our review disclosed no instances where WS+B did not
comply, in all material respects, with U.S. generally uccepted govemmenl auditing standards.
In the current review, WS+B found that during the current audit period, the CPSC had not
executed live of the key practices described in maturity Stage 2 that had been identified in the
prior audit ns having been executed. The CPSC had also executed one new key practice !hat hnd
not been previously executed. Put another way, the agency lost ground in some areas, but gained
ground in others. However, taken as a whole, the ngency is slill at the lowest level, maturily
Stage I.
Should you have any questions, please contact me at (30 I) 504-7644.

Attached: Audit Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We were engaged by the Consumer Product Safely Commission (CPSC) Office
or Inspector General (OIG}. lo conduct a follow-up perlormance audit related lo
CPSC's tnrormalion Technology (IT) investment management processes, usmg
lhe Government Accounlabilily Office's (GAO) 1nrormal1on Technology
Investment Management (ITIM) framework
We previOl.lsly reported on our
assessment of CPSC's ITIM maturity in September 2012 In that repor1 we
concluded that CPSC had achieved Stage 1, and we recommended lhe
Chairman of CPSC direct lhe Chier lnrormalion Officer (CIO) to ensure end users
participale in project management throughout the project life cycle for aJ ma1or
investments. and to establish periodic business alignment review ror ongomg IT
projects
The ITlM framework is a malurity model composed or five progressive stages of
maturity that an agency can achieve in its 111rormahon technology investment
management capabilities. The maturity stages are cumula1111e: that is in order to
attain a higher slage of maturily, the agency must have iostitutionahzed all or the
requirements ror that stage in addition to those ror all or the lower stages The
framework can be used to assess the malurity of an agency's mvestmenl
management processes as a loot for organizational improvement For each
maturity stage, the ITIM describes a set or cnt1cal pfOcesses (CP) that must be in
place for the agency to achieve that stage.
This report presents lhe resulls of our work conducled to address the
performance audit objectives as specified by the OIG. Our audit objectives were
to perform a rigorous evaluation of CPSC's IT investmenl management
processes in order to determine which al the five progressive stages of maturity
in IT investment management capabilities most accurately describes the CPSC's
ITIM framework and to provide a road map that CPSC can follow lo improve its
processes As our report further describes, we identified the following as a result
of the work we performed·
CPSC had not executed five of the key practices described 1n Stage 2 dunng the
current audit period that we had previously iden11fied as being executed 1n our
prior audil but we round many or the other key practices descnbed in Slage 2 of
GAO's !TIM hierarchy had been implemenled CPSC had also executed one
new key practice that was not previously executed.

For the Consumer Product
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As a result. we have concluded thal CPSC has reached Stage 1 of the five-stage ITIM maturity modet
but had not completed the work necessary to achieve full Stage 2 maturity. Based on our assessment.
we outlined lhree specific actions in the Observalions section of our report lhat CPSC needs to perlorm to
achieve Stage 2
Our work was performed during the period September 2013 to Aprd 2014
We conducted this
perlormance aud11 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards
Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence lo provide
a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
In response lo our report CPSC indicated it plans to take correclive actions on the recommendations in
our report and outlined the specific steps it will toike CPSC's complete response is included in Appendix
O to this report

Prepared by WilhumSmilh+Brown P.C
For the Consumer Product Safety Commission - Office of Inspector General

OBSERVATIONS
Prior A§ses.sment of CPSC
In our September 2012 repon ·Performance Audit or Information Technology lnveslmenl Management',
WS+B reported that CPSC had reached Stage 1 of the five stage investment maturity model as defined
by the GAO. and that ii had implemented most of the key practices and critical processes that constitute
Stage 2. We outlined two specific actions that CPSC needed to perform lo achieve Stage 2. We
recommended the Chatrman of lhe CPSC direct the CIO to ensure end users participate in project
management throughout the project hfe cycle for all major investments. and to establish periodic: buS1ness
alignment review for ongoing IT pro1ects .
1

GAO's ITIM maturity model framework offers organizations a road map for improving their IT investment
management processes in a systematic and organized manner. These process improvements are
intended to:
improve the likelihood that investments wat be completed on time, within budget, and with the
expected functionality,
promote better understanding and management of related risks;
• ensure that investments are selected based on their merits by a well-informed decision-making

body;
•
•

implement ideas and innovations to improve process management; and
increase lhe business value and mission performance or investments.

GAO's ITIM is subdivided into a hierarchy Each maturity stage consists of critical processes that are
composed of a number or key practices Each of the four maturity stages beyond Stage 1 is a plateau of
well-defined critical processes Each stage builds upon the lower stages and enhances an organization's
ability to manage its IT investments The five maturity stages represent the steps toward achieving a
mature, comprehensive ITIM process. Each critical process contains a set of key practices that. when
fulfilled. implement the critical process needed to attain a given maturity stage. The key practice5 are the
tasks that must be performed in order to implement and lnstilutionalize a critical process effectively .
The five maturity stages are as rouows:
~:~;~:r;yr;'\l,,J~f G....... ·1 1~. L:-.l!l,lj.:rcn~,'i;l
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Stage
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5
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Description
Creating investment awareness
Building the investment roundation
Developing a complete investment portfo'10
Improving the Investment process
Leveraging IT for strategic outcomes

Stage 2 or the ITIM includes five critical processes :
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CP
Description
CP· 1
Instituting the Investment Review Board
CP-2
Meeting Business Needs
CP·3
Selecting an Investment
CP-4
CP-5

1
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Providing Investment Oversight
Capturing Investment Information
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CPSC's IT investment portfolio includes six Investments. or which fovr have been defined as MaJOf and
two as Non-Major. Below is a summary of funding for these sue investments:
~
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Planning, Development.
Capital Spending
Operations and
Maintenance
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FY 2011

s

9.908,000

12.289,000
522.197 .000

~· ----·--

....

FY 2012

s

6.711.000

FY 2013

s

6.210.000

14,061,000 12,980,000
520,772,000 $19.190.000

FY 2014

s

Total

3,130.000

$25.959.000

16, 160,000
$19.290,000

55,490,000
$67 442.000

Current Assessment of CPSC

We performed a follow-up independent assessment of CPSC's ITIM maturity under contract with CPSC s
Office or Inspector General (OIG). Based on our assessment. we noted that CPSC had satisfaclon·y
completed Stage 1 and had implemented 33 of the 38 key practices within the five critical processes
defined as Stage 2. The five key praclices in Stage 2 that CPSC had not fully implemented·
A.

Instituting the Investment Review Board (IRB)
1. The IT investment board operates in accordance with ils assigned authority and
responsibility.
2. The organization has established management controls to insure that the dec1s1ons of the
IRS are carried out

B.

Meeting Business Needs
3. The Investment Review Board evaluates the alignment of IT investments with CPSC s
strategic goals and objectives.

C..

Providing Investment Oversight
4. Using verified data. the IRS regularly reviews performance or IT protects against
expeclations.
5. The IRB regularly tracks implemenlalfon or correction actions for each under-perform.no
project until the actions are completed.

All five of these key practices we had identified as being executed by CPSC in our Pfior assessment
However, during the current audit period we noted the IRB did not meet regularly (the last meeting was
held In May 2013). Additionally. we noted the IRB discontinued the use of the corrective action log in
2013 and no longer tracked the slalus or IRB decisions and corrective actions. The impact of the change
in the IRB meelings and related activities resulted in these five key praclices not being execuled CPSC
attributed these changes as resulting from a change In administration, the effects of sequestration on the
agency. and a lack of new projects.
We also found one new investment management activity that was not executed in our prior assessment
that had been executed during the current audit period:

1.

Ensuring resources have been identified and enabled lo support the IRB including dedicated team
members and contract support, as well as Integrated Project T earns (IPT) for key investments

The foUowing table summarizes our evaluation
processes representing Stage 2 matUfity:

or the status

4

of CPSC's achievement of the five cr1t1cat
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Required Executed
•o
lnsUtuUng the Investment Beard
Not lmplemtnled, bul Improvements undetway
75%
8
6
Me&tlng Business Needs
Nol implementeci. but improvements under.uay
7
6
86··
100%
Seltctlng an Investment
Implemented
10
10
1 1~ ,
Providing ln11eslmenl Oversight
Nol implemented but improvements underway
7
5
Captullng Investment lnlonnallon Implemented
100%
6
6
38
:13
87'/.
Total

l- --~- -------

As a result of these and oilier activities, we have concluded that CPSC has reached Stage 1 of the five.
stage ITIM model as defined by the GAO. CPSC has implemented many of the key practices and cnt1cal
processes that constitute Stage 2. but has nol achieved fuU Stage 2 malunly.
Without adequale !TIM practices and proced1Kes in place, CPSC may not be able to m1nim1ze risk and
maximize investment return and thus il increases the chances lhat investments may not meet mtssion
needs 1n the most eosl·etfective and efficient manner.

Recommendations
In order to ensure the remaining Stage 2 key praclices and critical processes are executed hmety and
CPSC's Investment management capability is strengthened. we recommend the Chairman or the
Consumer Product Sarety Commission direct the Chier tnrormation Officer to.
A. Return to the regularly scheduled IR6 meetings, as specified in CPSC' IRB charter
B. Ensure the IRB meetings fnch.lde the rollowing ilems, among others:
Operalion or IRB in accordance with assigned authority and responsibility.
Establishment of a tracking mechanism to ensure managemeot controls are earned out.
Evaluation of alignment of IT investments CPSC strategic goals and objectives;
Review of performance of IT projects against expectations: and
Tracking of corrective actions for under.performing projects.
C. Consider the need for more rrequent IRB meetings if IRB is not able lo accomplish its mission
and incorporate new activities timely.

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies that CPSC personnel extended to us during this audit.

Sincerely,

".
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Appendix A

The Consumer Product Safely Commission was created in 1972 as an Independent Federal Regulatory
Agency, whose mission is lo protect lhe public from unreasonable risks of serious in1ury or death from
thousands or types of consumer products under the agency·s iurisdiclion. CPSC has junsdlction over
more than 15,000 kinds of consumer products CPSC recalls products that present a significant risk to
consumers either because the product may be defective or violates a mandatory standard issued by
CPSC
CPSC 1s headed by live Commissioners one of which serves as Chairman or the Commission. who are
assisted by an Executive Dnector and various other e>eecutive officials, including a Chief Information
Officer (Director of Technology Services). and a Chier Financial Officer (Director of F1nanc1al
Management Planning and Evaluation) CPSC. with approximately 500 employees, is headquartered in
Bethesda. Maryland and has laboratories in Rockville. Maryland. as well as about 100 investigators.
comphance officers. and consumer information specialists spread throughout the country
The Consumer Product Safely Improvement Acl or 2008 requires that "the Inspector General of the
Commission ·conduct reviews and audits to assess
the Comm1ss1on's capital improvement efforts
including improvements and upgrades of the Commissions information technology architecture and
systems and the development of the database of publicly available information on incidents involving
m1ury or death

7
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Objeclives
The objecllves of our audit were to determine which of the five stages ITIM maturity most accurately
describes CPsc·s ITIM framework. conducl a rigorous evaluahon of the CPSC's IT investment
management proce1>s. report the results of our assessment that can be easily understood. and develop
recommendations ror CPSC for improving 1t process
Scope
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepled government audihng
standards Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives
We believe that the evidence obtained provided a reasonable basis for our findmgs and conclusions
based on our audit ob1ect1Ves We conducted our fieldwork al the CPSC Headquarters in Bethesda
Maryland between September 2013 and April 2014
Our performance audit was not designed to. and we did not. perform a financial audil of the amouols
obligated or expended by CPSC
This performance audit did not constitute an audit of financial statements in accordance with Government
Auditing Standards WS+B was not engaged to. and did not. render an opinion on CPSC's internal
controls over financial repor1ing or over financial management systems (for purposes of OMB's Circular
No A· 127. Financial Management Systems) WS+B cautions that projecling the results of our evaluahon
to future penods is subject to the risks that controls may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions or because comphance w1lh controls may delenorate.

Methodology
To accomplish our audit objectives, we obtained an understanding of the Consumer Product Safety
Improvement Act of 2008, which requires the Inspector General of CPSC to conduct reviews and audits
lo assess CPSC's capilal improvement efforts including the IT architecture and systems. We also
reviewed GAO's ITIM Framework for Assessing and Improving Process Matunty. We conducted
interviews with CPSC officials from the Office of lnronnation and Technology Services and performed a
walkthrough of the relevant processes.
Further, we reviewed CPSC investment management
documentation, agency information, budgets, and other relevant documenls. We 1udgmentally selected
certain key processes for testing, and evaluated the audil evidence supporting the execution of the key
process.
A performance audit includes gaining an understanding or internal controls considered significant lo the
audit objectives, tesling controls, and testing compliance with significant laws. regulations, and olher
requirements. For this assignment, CPSC's IT lnveslment management controls were considered the
specific internal controls to ensure the process works effectively.
We evaluated those controls
accordingly lo determine how well lhey contribute to carrying out the IT investment management process
model.

B
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Appendix B (conl)
.Object!~Scope,

Me!!1.odology, and Criteria

Criteria
We used the following cnleria to accomplish our audit
•

Consumer Product Safely Improvement Act of 2006

•

GAO's Information Technology Investment Managemenl (lTIM) A Framework for Assessing and
Improving Process Maturity (GA0·04·394G)

•

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Ci1cular A-11

•

OMB Circular A-130 Revised. "Management or Federal Information Resources"

•

OMB Circular A·123. ·Management Accountability and Control"

9
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Appendix C
and Abbreviations
CIO

Chief Information Officer

CP

Crilical Process

CPSC

Consumer Product Safety Commission

GAO

Government Accountabilily Office

IPT

Integrated Project Team

IT

Information Technology

ITIM

lnformaliOA Technology Investment Management

IRB

Investment Review Board

OIG

Office of Inspector General

OMB

Office of Management and Budget
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Appendix D
Consumer. Product Safety Commission Resl>onse

CPSC has reviewed the Performance Audit of Information Technology Investment
Management dated April 30, 2014 submitted by Withum, Smith & Brown. In the
assessment. it was noted that CPSC completed Stage 1 and had implemented 33 out of
38 (87%) of the Stage 2 key practices. CPSC will continue the current level of
performance while working to improve on the remaining 5 Stage 2 key practices. In
particular. CPSC will work at addressing the recommendations detailed in the report.
The actions that will be taken include:
• Resuming regularly scheduled IRB meetings;
• Operating CPSC's IRB meetings under the authority and guidelines as outlined in
the IRS Charter and ITIM Directive:
• Recording all action items and reporting out lhe progress in subsequent meetings
until resolved;
• Adding a new field to the Project Intake Request form for the Strategic Goal and
Objective and this field will be tracked in the PMO Dashboard; the IRB members
will use this infonnation when evaluating project requests;
• Continuing to have an item to address the status of current projects on the IRS
agenda that will include the performance of that project; and
• Convening additional IRB meetings, as needed, to address any issues not
covered in the regularly scheduled meetings or for items that need to be
addressed in a timeframe that is earlier than the next scheduled meeting.
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This reporl conveys the results of the O/G 's review of the CPSC 's compliance with the Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA).
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BETHESDA, MO 20814
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ll'lspect01 General
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Fax: 301 504.7004
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Dote:

November 14, 2014

TO

Elliot f'. Kaye, Chairman
Robert S. Adler, Commissioner
Marietta S. Robinson, Commissioner
Ann Marie Buerkle, Commissioner
Joseph P. Mohorovic, Commissioner

FROM

Christopher W. Dentel
Inspector General

SUBJECT :

Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) Evaluation

The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) requires that the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) Office of Inspector General (OIG) conduct an
independent evaluation of the CPSC's information security program and practices. In evaluating
the CPSC's progress in implementing its agency-wide information security program, we
specifically assessed the CPSC's compliance with the aMual FISMA reporting metrics set forth
by the Department of Homeland Security (OHS) and the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB).
This year's FISMA evaluation found that management continues to make progress in
implementing the FISMA requirements. The CPSC's General Support System (OSS LAN) has
completed the security occreditation process and retained an active security accreditation. In
addition, the Consumer Product Snfety Risk Management System (CPSR.MS), the lntemntional
Trade Dotn System/Risk Automation Methodology System (ITDSiR.AM) application, and the
CPSC public website, www.cpsc.gov, completed independent security assessments and retain
active security accreditations.
Although much hns been occomplishcd, a good deal of work remains. The OIG noted that
management has not updated and approved nil of the major applications' security documentation,
even though management formally accepted !he risk associated with operating these applications.
Additionally, management has not fully implemented the National Institute ofTeclmology nnd
Standards (NIST) Special Publication (SP) 800·37, Risk Ma11ageme11r Framework. Management
has not accredited the information resources that reside outside of the GSS LAN security
boundary. Management also has not performed an asscssmcnl to identify, categorize, accredit,
CPSC Hotline: 1-l!00-63B·CPSC12n2)

CPSC's Web Ste ht1p.11www.cpsi:.gov
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and aulhorize the operation of all agency applications in accordance with OMB Memorandum
M-10-15. ll is particularly imporlonl that management assess the Division Epidemiology
applications because of the applications' crucial importance lo lhe agency mission and because
of the potential of lhese applications lo conlain Personally Identifiable lnformution (Pll). The
OIG noted 53 findings, seven of which are considered high-risk, in this year's review. The IT
challenges currently facing the agency are particularly relevant as the agency continues to deal
wilh lhe implemenlalion of the Consumer Product Safely Improvement Act (CPSIA) in general,
<ind specifically with the CPSIA's impacts on the agency's IT operations.
Management continues lo develop remediation strategies to address the known weaknesses, with
a priority placed on what the Office of Information und Technology Services (EXIT) informally
detennines to be the highest risk issues. However, the full mitigation of these risks will require a
signilicanl amount of additional effort.
Should you have uny questions, please contact me.

Nl-~.~~
~.Dentel
Inspector General
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FEDERAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ACT REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RESULTS OF THE EVALUTION

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC) Office of Inspector General (OIG)
conducted an independent evaluation of the CPSC's infonnation security program and practices
to comply with the requirements of the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA).
In evaluating the CPSC's progress in implementing its agency-wide information security
program, we specifically assessed the CPSC's compliance with the annual FISMA reporting
metrics set forth by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB).
This year's FISMA evaluation found that management continues to make progress in
implementing the FISMA requirements, although much work remains. The CPSC's General
Support System (GSS LAN) has completed the security accreditation process and retained an
active security accreditation. In addition, the Consumer Product Safety Risk Management
System (CPSRMS), the International Trade Data System/Risk Automation Methodology System
(ITDS/RAM) application, and the CPSC public website, www.cpsc.gov, completed independent
security assessments and retain active security accreditations.
The agency's system monitoring and reporting capabilities have improved substantially since
Fiscal Year (FY) 20 I0. The system reporting and monitoring, now possible, is far greater than it
was in FY 20 I0 or even in 2013, and management has shown a strong commitment to
continually improving these capabilities.
In 2014, management continued to improve the incident response process. The Cyber Security
Incident Response Team, implemented by management in 2013, continues to improve its
processes as it matures by refining Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), improving the
precision of existing metrics designed to assess the Incident Response Handling process, and
implementing new solutions and improving existing solutions to facilitate the identification of
security incidents. The agency's continually improving system reporting and monitoring
capabilities, combined with the agency's maturing incident handling process, has positioned
management to consistently take proactive steps to address known and potential vulnerabilities.
Although much has been accomplished, a good deal of work remains. The OIG noted that
management has not updated and approved all of the major applications' security documentation,
even though mnnagement fonnally accepted the risk associated with operating these applications
in FY 2014. Additionally, management has not fully implemented the National Institute of
Technology and Standards (NIST) Special Publication (SP) 800-37, Risk Manage111e11t
Framework. Management has not accredited the information resources that reside outside of the
GSS LAN security boundary. Management also has not performed an assessment to identify,
categorize, accredit, and authorize the operation of all agency applications in accordance with
OMB Memorandum M-10-15. It is particularly important that management assess the Division
Epidemiology applications because of the applications' crucial importance to the agency mission
and because of the potential of these applications to contain Personally Identifiable Information

(Pll). The 010 also noted 53 findings, seven of which are considered high-risk, in this year's
review. The IT challenges currently facing the agency are particularly relevant as the agency
continues to deal with the implementation of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act
(CPSIA) in general, and specifically with the CPSIA's impacts on the agency's IT operations.
Management continues to develop remediation strategies to address the known weaknesses, with
a priority placed on what the Office of Information and Technology Services (EXIT) infonnally
determines to be the highest risk issues. The CPSC is in the process of remediating these issues.
However, the full mitigation of these risks will require a significant amount of additional effort.
For example, although management has developed policies, procedures and plans to improve the
Continuous Monitoring process going forward, management did not update all the agency's
major applications' security documentation in FY 2014, or periodically update each of the
agency's Plan of Actions and Milestones (POAMs) in FY 2014. Additionally, management
stopped generating the monthly reports that included threats, open POAMs, and major system
changes in FY 2014. The Continuous Monitoring process will only continue to improve if:
management optimizes its current tool set, continues to improve system reporting, addresses
existing POAMs, and identifies new threats. This information, of course, must be shared with
senior management.
In addition, management has not implemented Contingency Planning. Management has not
developed n current Business Impact Analysis (BIA), and without a BIA, management cannot
develop Business Contingency Plans, Disaster Recovery Plans, lnfornrntion System Contingency
Plans (ISCPs), or an agency Continuity of Operation Plan. Management has also not developed
a workable Enterprise Architecture (EA), which is critical in mission planning, contingency
planning, and risk management.
Management's Response

Management generally concurs with the findings outlined in the FISMA evaluation. The OIG
agrees that the issues that management mentioned in its response are valid. However, the tasks
outlined (developing a risk profile for security weaknesses and developing a cost-benefit analysis
to determine the most effective approach to address the issues) are agency responsibilities and
not within the scope of the OIG's evaluation. Also, management's interpretation of A-130 and
NIST SP 800-53 does not consider the guidance promulgated by the Code of Federal
Regulations, OMB and NIST. See Appendix A for management's official response.

INTRODUCTION
Background
On October 30, 2000, the President signed into law the FY 2001 National Defense Authorization
Act, which included Title X, Subtitle G, the Government lnfonnation Security Refonn Act
(GISRA). On December 17, 2002, GISRA was superseded when the President signed into law
the Electronic Government Act. Title Ill of this Act, the FISMA, along with the OMB policy
referenced above, lays out a framework for annual IT security reviews, reporting, and
remediation planning. FISMA seeks to ensure proper management and security for information
resources supporting Federal operations and assets. The Act requires Inspectors General to
perform an annual independent evaluation of their agency's infonnation systems security
programs and practices.
To establish a baseline to help it meet the requirements outlined above, the CPSC's OIG
performed an independent review of the CPSC's automated information security control
procedures and practices in FY 2014. The requirements of the review included:
•

Evaluating and testing the internal controls defined in the 2014 FISMA metrics (provided
by DHS);

•

Testing the effectiveness of the information security controls defined in the 2014 FISMA
metrics on all the CPSC's accredited, or previously accredited systems;

•

Assessing whether the CPSC's information security policies, procedures, and practices
comply with the Federal laws, regulations, and policies outlined in the 2014 FISMA
metrics;

•

Recommending improvements, where necessary, in security record keeping, internal
security controls, and system security; and,

•

Identifying the degree of risk associated with identified internal security controls
weaknesses.

The review requirements also included tests of the entity-wide, system specific, and hybrid
controls for the GSS LAN, www.cpsc.gov, CPSRMS, and ITDS/RAM systems, as defined in the
2014 FISMA metrics. The OIG used Federal standards and guidelines, including the guidance
referred to in the 2014 FISMA metrics, to assess the design and effectiveness of the CPSC
security controls. The objective of the review was to determine whether the CPSC's automated
information system was adequately safeguarded.
In this report, the OIG identified security weaknesses in the CPSC's management, operational,
and technical controls policies, procedures, and practices. The conditions of these controls could
permit the modification or destruction of data, disclosure of sensitive information, or denial of
services to users who require the information to support the mission of the CPSC.
To ensure proper coverage and mitigation of the risks identified by the OHS, the CPSC is
required to perfonn its own testing procedures in order to assess the design and implementation
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of the DHS defined FISMA requirements. The CPSC OJG interviewed agency personnel,
reviewed the 2014 GSS LAN, CPSRMS, ITDSRAM, and www.cpsc.gov security documentation
(when available), reviewed system reports, and observed system configurations.
Objective

The objective of this review was to determine whether the CPSC complies with FISMA and has
developed adequate effective infonnation security policies, procedures, and practices.
Additionally, the OIG evaluated the CPSC's progress in developing, managing, and
implementing its infonnation security program.
Scope

To accomplish our objective, our evaluation focused on the CPSC's information security
program, the FY 2014 FISMA reporting metrics developed by DI IS dated December 2, 2013,
and the related requirements outlined by OMB, OHS, NIST, the Department of Commerce, the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO)
Council. We conducted our evaluation from July 2014 to October 2014 at the CPSC's
headquarters, located in Bethesda, Maryland. The OJG focused this evaluation within the
boundaries of the GSS LAN, CPS RMS, ITDSRAM and www.cpsc.gov systems.
Methodology

We conducted this review in accordance with the Quality Standards for Inspection and
Evaluation established by the Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency's
(CIGIE) and not the Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards issued by the
Government Accountability Office. The CIGIE standards require thot we obtain sufficient data
to provide a reasonable basis for reaching conclusions and require that we ensure evidence
supporting findings, conclusions and recommendations is sufficient, competent, and relevant,
such that a reasonable person would be able to sustain the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations.
As part of our evaluation of the CPSC's compliance with FISMA, we assessed the CPSC using
the security requirements mandated by FISMA and other Federal infonnation security policies,
procedures, standards, and guidelines. Specifically, we:
(I) Used last year's FlSMA independent evaluation as a baseline for this year's
evaluation;
{2) Reviewed the CPSC's POAM process to ensure that all security weaknesses are
identified, tracked, and addressed; and,
(3) Reviewed the processes and status of the CPSC's information security program
against the following FISMA reporting metrics: continuous monitoring, configuration
management, identity and access management, incident response and reporting, risk
management, security training, remote access, contingency planning, and security
capital planning.
4

This evaluation constitutes both a follow-up of the findings and recommendations resulting from
earlier audits, and a review of the CPSC's implementation of the IT security criteria as currently
defined by FISMA. However, this year's evaluation does not consider the status of the CPSC
Data Privacy Program, as current OHS guidance, this year does not require this reporting by the
OIG.
The statuses of each of these topics were reviewed and discussed with the CPSC's Chief
lnfonnation Officer, Director of Information Technology and Technical Services (ITTS),
lnfonnation Systems Security Officer (ISSO), and relevant members of their staffs.
Documentation developed by both the CPSC omcials and contractor personnel was reviewed.
The documentation identified below was reviewed, as necessary, for the testing of the required
FISMA areas:
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

,/

continuous monitoring solution
configurations and reports
configuration baselines and
scan/exception reports
user inventory reports
incident response reports
POAM reports
user agreements
property reports
backup reports
employee and contractor rosters
Memorandum of Agreements
(MOUs) and Interconnection
Security Agreements (ISAs)
CPSC OM B Exhibits 53/300

,/

planning documents

,/

vulnerability reports and system
scanning results
change control forms
risk documents
security training content/reports
system con figurations
contingency plans
system inventories
agency templates
contracts and Statement Of Works
(SOWs)
agency spending plans
meeting minutes

,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/
,/

Please note: names, JP addresses, and system/remote access protocols were omilledji-oin this
report due the sensitive nature of this infonnation.
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RESULTS OF EVALUATION
Risk Management
FISMA requires security authorizations for all systems operated by the agency. FISMA also
requires management to assess and monitor security controls on a continuous basis using a risk
based approach based on, amongst other guidance, Federal Information Processing Standards
(FIPS) 199, FIPS 200, FIPS 20 l, NIST SP 800-37, NIST SP 800-39, and NIST SP 800-53. Once
management performs the initial authorization of a system, management should use the results of
the on-going security assessments and monitoring tasks as a basis for each system's continuing
Authorization To Operate (ATO).
Progress:
Management operated CPSRMS and ITDSRAM in 2014 with an expired ATO. As part of the
reauthorization effort, management entered into a contract with a vendor to perfo1111 an
independent assessment of these solutions. Management then reauthorized the CPS RMS and
ITDSRAM applications to operate in FY 2014 based on this assessment. Jn addition,
management certified the continued operation of the GSS LAN and cpsc.gov in 2014.

Issues To Be Addressed:
-

-

Management has not developed policies and procedures to govern the agency's Risk
Management process.
Management has not established a comprehensive governance structure and organizationwide risk management strategy. For example:
Management has not established a Risk Executive (function}, nor has management
developed an organization-wide risk management strategy to ensure risks to the mission
and organization are considered.
Management has not developed an EA and integrated the EA into the agency's risk
management process.
Management has not developed and implemented an adequate process to define and
accept risk when authorizing a system to operate.
o Management has not defined the organizational risk tolerance or a process to
determine if existing risks are within the organizational risk tolerance.
o Management has not defined objective and measurable criteria used to justify the
accreditation and reaccreditation, or conversely, decertification of in-scope
systems.
o Management assigns criticality to the security weaknesses on the POAM based on
an undocumented, informal process.
Management has not documented the process by which it determines if existing risks are
within the organizational risk tolerance.
Management has not developed an inventory of major applications and provided the
inventory to the Agency Head for certification, as required by FISMA, section 3505(c)(2).
Management has not inventoried or categorized the CPSC's minor applications.
Additionally, management has not selected, implemented, or assessed the security controls
employed by the minor applications, or authorized the operation of the minor applications.
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-

-

-

-

Management has not updated all of the relevant security documentation (e.g., Categorization
documents, System Security Plans (SSPs), Risk Assessments, etc.) for the GSS and each of
the major applications in FY 14. Management does not, as a matter of practice, update
security documents throughout the year to provide an up-to-date view of the information
systems' security posture and provide a method of continuously monitoring those postures,
as required by NIST SP 800-37.
Management does not perform and document a Security Impact Analyses (SIA) for each
system change, or update security documentation with the results of these assessments as
required by NIST SP 800-37 and agency policies.
Management did not develop periodic security status reports in FY 2014 that include the
following:
the effectiveness of the existing security controls and changes to the GSS LAN,
CPSRMS, ITDSRAM, and www.cpsc.gov systems;
current and emerging threats to assist in the mitigation of the risks posed by these threats;
and
a summary of the agency software/hardware inventory.
Management has not assessed or accredited the mission-critical resources that reside outside
of the GSS LAN security boundary. These resources reside on an outside network, which
does not use a Managed Trusted Internet Protocol Service connection.
Management did not include all of the OMB and NIST-required information in the existing
risk management documentation. For example, management has not defined the GSS LAN
accreditation boundary in the GSS LAN security plan.

Risk Management Recommendations:
I. Management should develop and implement stand-alone risk management policies and
procedures.

2. Management should develop and document a robust risk management process led by a Risk
Executive (function). The Risk Executive function should report to a governing board that
includes senior management. Management should also develop and implement a Risk
Management Strategy using the NIST SP 800-37 guidance. The organization-wide Risk
Management Strategy should include:
a) Techniques and methodologies the organization plans to employ to assess information
system related security risks and other types of risk of concern to the organization;
b) Methods and procedures the organization plans to use to evaluate the significance of
the risks identified during the risk assessment;
c) The types and extent of risk mitigation measures the organization plans to employ to
address identi tied risks;
d) The level of risk the organization plans to accept, i.e., risk tolernnce;
e) The methods and techniques the organization plans to use to monitor risk on an
ongoing basis given the inevitable changes to organizational information systems and
their environments of operation; and,
f) The degree and type of oversight the organization plans to use to ensure that
management is effectively implementing the risk management strategy.
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3. Management should document and certify a systems inventory that includes all CPSC
systems and includes a description of each. The systems inventory description should
include:
a) The interfaces with all other systems/networks,
b) The system criticality (based on a current BIA),
c) The security categorization (based on FIPS 199),
d) The hardware used by the system,
e) The databases used by the system,
f) The ATO status of each system, and
g) The name of the system owner.
4. The agency head should review the system inventory annually and whenever a major change
occurs. Ultimately, this inventory should tie to the solutions architecture in the EA.
5. Management should inventory and categorize each of the CPSC minor applications.
6. Management should select, implement, and assess the security controls employed by each of
the CPSC minor applications. Management can include this information in the existing
SSPs, where appropriate.
7. Management should formally authorize the operation of the minor applications once the
minor applications' security controls are implemented.
8. Management should update and actively maintain all relevant security documentation,
including SSPs, Security Assessment Reports (SARs), Risk Assessments, and POAMs, for
the agency.defined major applications and General Support Systems.
9. Management should provide the updated security documentation to the Authorizing Official
to reauthorize the ass and major applications to operate.
I 0. Management should update the agency SSPs to include the accreditation boundaries.
11 . Management should perform and document Security Impact Analyses (SIA) for system
changes. The SIAs must include a sufficient level of detail to allow the CPSC security team
to make a determination of the system change's impact on the agency's control environment.
12. Management should update all relevant security documentation (including baseline
configuration documents, SSPs, SA Rs, Risk Assessments, and POAMs) each time a change
with a security impacl is made. Management should also update all relevant security
documentation upon the completion of the annual security assessment. In general, the
agency should maintain SSPs and other relevant risk documenls as "living documents" to
facilitate ongoing risk management decisions.
13. Management should enhance its periodic security status reporting to include a description of
the results of the all ongoing monitoring activities performed by the agency. NIST requires
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that at minimum, the security status reports should describe or summarize the results of the
SIAs, key changes to SSPs, SARs, and POAMs. These reports should include:
a) A summary of the assessment of control effectiveness and changes to the GSS LAN
CPSRMS, ITDSRAM, and cpsc.gov systems;
b) Any additions/changes to agency POAMs within the previous period;
c) A summary of the agency's hardware and software inventory;
d) Any new threats (e.g. from the Internet Storm Center, US-Cert notifications etc.); and
e) System changes with a security impact and the results of the associated SI As.
14. Management should develop a comprehensive EA and integrate the EA into the risk
management process. In addition, management should tie all system changes to the EA.
15 . Management should appoint a "Change Manager" to provide governance to the change
control process, as is recommended in NIST SP 800-100.
16. Management should provide training to resources responsible for implementing system and

configuration changes. Management should train these resources on the CPSC change
management procedures, and specify what information management requires when
documenting a configuration change in a change management form.
17. Management should apply adequate security to the unaccredited resources located at the lab
and accredit these resources in accordance with the relevant NIST and OMB guidance.
Management may accomplish this by:
a) Reintegrating these resources back into the GSS LAN and ensuring compliance with
all agency policies; or
b) Designing and implementing security controls using a separate security function and
structure to ensure that the lab network on which the resources run is in accordance
with all applicable NIST and OMB guidance.

Plan of Action and Milestones
OMB requires agencies to create and maintain POAMs for all known IT security weaknesses and
report the status of the associated remedial actions to senior management on a quarterly basis.
Despite these requirements, the CPSC is not documenting all of the OMB required data for each
reported security weakness, or ensuring that all of the data entered is updated and reported to
senior management in a timely manner. Jn addition, management has not integrated the funding
of the agency PO AMs into the Capital Planning process.
Progress:
Management hired a second Information Security Analyst in FY 2013 to assist with the
administration of the IT security program, including the oversight of remedial actions and the
maintenance of the CPS RMS and ITDS/RAM POAMs. However, the new Information Security
Analyst left the agency in July 2013, and management has not refilled the position. Therefore,
management decided to contract some of these services out in 2014. As part of the vendor's
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contract, the CPSRMS, ITDS/RAM, and www.cpsc.gov POAMs were updated for the agency's
annual effort to reauthorize these systems to operate.
Issues To Be Addressed:
I. Management does not adhere to the estimated completion dates for each of the weaknesses
identified in the agency POAMs.

2. The agency PO AMs do not contain all of the OMB M-04-25 required information.
3. The program officials responsible for maintaining agency POAMs did not update the agency
POAMs and provide the CIO with POAM updates on a quarterly basis throughout FY 2014.
POAM Recommendations:
I. Management should prioritize the remediation of security weaknesses and hold those charged
with this remediation accountable for the timely completion of these tasks.

2. Management should perform an assessment of the level of effort required for the remediation
of each security weakness, and the results of that assessment should be reflected in the
milestone/milestone dates and "Estimated Completion Date" fields in the associated POAMs.
3. Management should ensure that all required POAM fields are completed for all security
weaknesses.
4. Management should provide the updates to the CIO on all agency POAM activities on a
quarterly basis.

Continuous Monitoring

In an effort to ensure agencies develop processes for real-time risk management and monitor
their security posture on a continuous basis, OMB issued, amongst other guidance, OMB
Memorandum M-14-03, and NIST issued, amongst other guidance, NIST Special Publications
800-37, 800-39, and 800-137.
Progress:
Management contracted with a vendor to develop a Continuous Monitoring Plan in FY 2014,
perfonn an independent test of one-third of the GSS LAN, CPS RMS, ITDS/RAM, and
www.cpsc.gov security controls, develop an Information Security Continuous Monitoring
(ISCM) gap analysis, develop an ISCM Risk Assessment, and develop a ISCM strategy in 2014
to nddress the new requirements described in OMB M-14-03. Management also developed
testing schedules and Security Assessment Plans for ench of the aforementioned systems.
Management presents monthly reports to program officials outlining current known
vulnerabilities and the results of some of the agency's existing continuous monitoring activities.
These reports include the results of periodic configuration compliance audits to identify United
States Government Configuration Baseline/Federal Desktop Core Configuration variances, as
well as the results of periodic patch and vulnerability assessments. This process will continue to
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improve as management implements new monitoring tools and optimizes its existing tool set.
Management intends to have the program fully implemented by 2017 as part the phased
approach described in OM B M-14-03.
Issues To Be Addressed;
Management has not implemented the ISCM policy.
o Management has not assessed Organizational Risk Tolerance to ensure that
authorization decisions and updates to the JSCM are made within the Organizational
Risk Tolerance.
o Management has not updated all of the relevant security documentation for the GSS
and each of the major applications in FY 14.
o Management does not conduct SIA, which the ISCM policy requires. It should also
be noted that NIST SP 800-37 requires agencies to perform SIAs as part of a
comprehensive continuous monitoring approach.
- Management did not document an ISCM strategy by the February 28, 2014 deadline
established in OMS M 14-03. The JSCM strategy that was documented after February 28,
2014 did not address the US-CERT Concepts of Operations (CO NO PS) requirements.
- The scope of the JSCM Risk Assessment does not include the agency's major applications.
Continuous Monitoring Recommendations:
I. Management should implement the Risk Executive function and integrate that function into
the Continuous Monitoring Process. Management should use this new function to assess
organizational risk tolerance and integrate the organizational risk tolerance into the ISCM
program.

2. Management should perform SJAs on all actual or proposed system changes. Management
should document these results, along with the results from all other continuous monitoring
activities in the monthly Security Status Reports. Management should also update the risk
documentation accordingly.
3. Management should regularly update agency security plans and POAMs, and the security
plans and POAMs should act as "living documents" in order to represent the most up-to-date
security information related to the CPSC systems.
4. Management should update the JSCM strategy to include all of the CONOPS requirements.
5. Management should implement all aspects of the new ISCM strategy.
6. Management should perform a risk assessment on the CPSC ISCM strategy that includes the
risks associated with the agency's major applications. This risk assessment should consider
the indigenous risks associated with each system to ensure that management does not
over/under allocate security efforts to any of its systems.
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Contingency Planning

FISMA requires that management develop plans and procedures to ensure continuity of
operations for information systems that support the operations and assets of the agency.
However, management has nol developed a Contingency Planning Program. Management is
reviewing cloud technology solutions to remediate these issues and expects to begin performing
these tasks in 2015.
Issues To Be Addressed:
Management has developed a Contingency Planning Policy. However, management has not
reviewed the policy in FY 2014 and the policy does not enumerate all of the test, training,
and exercise (TI&E) program requirements defined in FCD I.
- Management has not implemented the CPSC Contingency Planning Policy:
o Management has not developed a currenl and formal BIA;
o Management has nol established, documented, formalized or lested a Disaster
Recovery Plan, Business Continuity Plan, or Continuity of Operations Plan;
o Management has not established, documented, formalized or tested Information
System Contingency Plans (ISCPs) for all agency systems;
o Management has not reviewed and updated the all of the agency's existing ISCPs in
FY 2014;
o Management has not adequately tested the agency's existing ISCPs; and,
o Management has not established an Alternative Processing Site.
- Management does not employ backup strategies to meet the Recovery Point Objectives
(RPOs) documented in the ISCP. Specifically, the RPOs documented in the GSS LAN ISCP
cannot be achieved with the management's current backup schedules.
Contingency Planning Recommendations:
I. Management should enhance its Contingency Planning Policy and procedures to address
all NIST and OMB requirements. EXIT management should solicit input from each of
the CPSC departments when developing these policies and procedures to ensure proper
coverage.

2. The CPSC should develop a stand-alone test, training, and exercise policy to govern the
agency's TT&E program; alternatively, the agency could enhance the existing
Contingency Planning Policy to include 1T&E requirements.
3. Management should train all of the relevant resources on the continuity planning
responsibilities assigned to them in the policy.
4. Management should perform, document, and approve a formal Business Impact Analysis
in accordance with NIST SP 800-34.
5. Management should establish, document, test, and approve a Disaster Recovery Plan,
Business Continuity Plan, and Continuity of Operations Plan in accordance with NIST SP
800-34.
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6. Management should establish, fonnalize, and test an !SCP for all critical agency systems
in accordance with FEMA and NIST guidance.
7. Management should implement a solution to allow management to meet the documented
RPOs for all critical systems.
8. Management should draft after-action reports to document the "lessons learned" that are
identified as part of the Continuity Of Operations Plan, Disaster Recovery Plan, and
Business Continuity Plan testing.
9. Management should establish an alternative processing site. This site should contain the
equipment and supplies required to recommence operations in time to support the
organization-defined time period for resumption.

Contractor Systems
Per FISMA, Section 3544(b), agencies are required to provide information security for the
information and "information systems that support the operations and assets of the agency,
including those provided or managed by another agency, contractor, or other source." This
includes services, which either are fully or partially provided, including agency hosted,
outsourced, and software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions. To this end, management develops and
maintains an inventory of CPSC's IT systems hosted by third parties. Management has also
developed policies to govern this process, and requires the use of contracts, Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), MOUs, and/or ISAs to govern all inter-governmental and nongovernmental IT relationships.
Issues To Be Addressed:
- The Contractor Security Oversight policy was not reviewed or updated in FY 2014, and is
missing the following information:
o The process by which management controls cloud-based Saas implementations.
o A requirement for management to assess all third party systems' compliance with
FISMA. FISMA compliance requires management to assess all related user controls,
and for management to accredit these systems. Management should also develop
procedures to guide this process.
o The frequency that management must review/update agency MOUs/ISAs.
- Management has not fully implemented the Contractor Security Oversight Policy:
o Management has not established processes and procedures to track various
interagency service agreements and metrics that will be applied throughout the
lifecycle of the many different and disparate IT security services within the
organization;
o Management does not notify third parties of intrusions, attacks, or internal misuse, so
the third party can take steps to determine whether its system has been compromised~
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Management does not analyze audit logs to detect and track unusual or suspicious
activity across the interconnection that might indicate intrusions or internal misuse as
is required by the Contractor Oversight Policy;
o Management does not use automated tools to scan for anomalies, unusual patterns,
and known attack signatures across the interconnection and to alert administrators if a
threat is detected;
o The ISSO or delegate does not periodically review audit logs to detect patterns of
suspicious activity that scanning tools might not recognize;
o EXIT docs not coordinate contingency planning, training, testing, and exercises with
any third party contractors to minimize the impact of disasters; and,
o EXIT has not established joint procedures with third parties based on existing
contingency plans.
Management has not developed Security Plans for its third party solutions, assessed for
compliance with third party solution user controls, or accredited its third party solutions.
Management did not develop a Security Plan for an outside vendor, who connects with the
agency network, or establish and approve an MOU or ISA with this vendor. Management
also did not verify the vendor's implementation of the security controls specified in the
CPSC infonnation security policies or accredit this solution.

Contractor System Recommendations:
I. Management should update the Contractor Oversight Policies and Procedures to include
the following:
a. The process by which cloud-based SaaS implementations are controlled.
b. A requirement for management to assess all third party systems' compliance with
FISMA. FISMA compliance requires management to assess all related user
controls and for management to accredit these systems. Management should also
develop procedures to guide this process.
c. The frequency that management must review/update agency MOU/ISAs.

2. Management should establish processes and procedures to track the various interagency
and contractor service agreements and metrics that management applies throughout the
lifecycle of a contract.
3. Management should notify third parties of intrusions, attacks, or internal misuse, so the
third party can take steps to determine whether its system has been compromised.
4. Management should include a requirement in each ISA compelling the connecting third
parties to provide the CPSC with the known security weaknesses that might have an
impact on the agency's mission.
5. Management should analyze audit logs to detect and track unusual or suspicious activity
across the interconnections that might indicate intrusions or internal misuse.
6. Management should implement automated tools to scan for anomalies, unusual patterns,
and known uttuck signatures across the interconnection; and, management should
configure these tools to alert administrators of detected threats.
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7. The ISSO or delegate should periodically review audit logs to detect patterns of
suspicious activity that scanning tools might not recognize.
8. Management should coordinate contingency planning, training, testing, and exercises
with the third party contractors to minimize the impact of disasters.
9. Management should establish joint procedures with the interconnecting third parties
based on existing contingency plans.

I 0. Management should develop Security Plans for each of its third party solutions, have an
independent assessment performed to ensure the design and effectiveness the user
controls documented in the Security Plan, and accredit each of its third party solutions.
I I . Management should either provide all outside vendors who connect to the agency
network with CPSC laptops or accredit the vendor systems connecting to the CPSC
network and establish an approved information system connection or processing
agreement.

12. Management should update the Contractor Security Oversight policies/procedures to
explicitly address what management must do to ensure that all documented user control
considerations for each of the third party IT systems are considered.

Security Capital Planning

The CPSC Capital Planning process is based primarily on OMB Circular A~ 11, Preparalion,
Submission, and £'Cec11Jion of Jhe Budget, and the OMB Capital Planning guide, which define the
policies for planning, budgeting, acquiring, and managing Federal capital assets. The
Information Technology Investment Management (ITIM) Directive, Capital Planning and
Investment Control (CPIC) Guide, the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Guide, and the
Project Management omce (PMO) Guide provide resources with internal policies and .
procedures for planning, budgeting, managing, and maintaining the agency's portfolio of
investments as critical assets for achieving agency strategic goals and missions. The agency has
also developed an Investment Review Board (IRB) Charter, which describes the roles and
responsibilities for the agency decision makers in the investment process and provides these
resources with the authority to act.
Progress:
The OJG contracted Withum Smith+Brown (WS+B) to perform an Information Technology
Investment Management (ITIM) assessment in FY 2013, which included an audit of the CPIC
process. At that time, WS+B reported that the agency's Investment Maturity Level was at stage
one, the lowest of the five stages of the ITIM framework. Management agrees that this area
remains a work in progress, and management is in the process of improving the process and
developing and implementing new CPIC policies and procedures.
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Issues to be addressed:
The agency's capital planning policies and procedures are out-of-date, missing key elements,
and have not been fully implemented.
o Although the SDLC guide requires that each development project include the costs
associated with all aspects of the security program, including POAM costs, the
policies and procedures do not define how management plans and budgets for
ongoing security costs, such as costs to perform the remediation activities outlined in
the agency's POAMs. In addition, the policies and procedures do not compel
management to cross-reference the POAM costs to the capital planning materials sent
to OM B in the fall, as is required by OM B Memorandum M-1 1-33.
o Management has not reviewed and updated the CPIC guide in FY 2014 and it does
not represent the current process.
o Management has not implemented the EA Guide referenced in the IT Investment
Management Directive and the SDLC guide.
Management has not, as required by OMB, provided funding for the remediation of existing
security weaknesses before funding new initiatives.
Management has implemented several new initiatives in FY 2014, although security
weaknesses have remained outstanding for years.
Although management budgets for identified needs, management does not sufficiently plan
to ensure that infonnation security resources are available for all expenditures.
Security Capital Planning Recommendations:
I. Management should update and implement existing agency Capital Planning and Investment
Control policies and procedures, including the CPIC guide, SDLC guide and the EA guide.
These guides should be consistent with OMB M-00-07.

2. Management should enhance and implement existing policies/procedures to ensure that the
costs associated with remediating security weaknesses are properly cross-referenced to the
capita l planning materials sent to OMB.
3. Management should enhance and implement existing policies/procedures to require agency
personnel to document the appropriate investment's Unique Investment Identifier in each
POAM . This will facilitate traceability from the agency's POAMs to its capital planning
documentation.
4. Management should enhance and implement existing policies/procedures to require all
POAMs to reflect the estimated resource needs for correcting reported weaknesses and to
specify whether funds will come from a reallocation of base resources or a request for new
funding.
5. Management should develop and submit a Project Initiation Form for each outstanding
security weakness identified on the agency POAMs, thus requiring the submission of said
projects to the IRB for its consideration.
6. Management should document the Unique Investment Identifiers associated with each
security weakness in the agency POAMs and record the cost to remediate the weakness in the
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appropriate investment. This is to link the security costs for a system to the security
performance of a system.
7. Management should fund and remediate all existing POAMs prior to investing in new
development projects.
8. Management should ensure that information security resources are planned and available for
all expenditures.

Configuration Management
Management monitors agency compliance with the United States Government Configuration
Baseline (formally, the Federal Desktop Core Configuration) and the CPSC configuration
management policies and procedures through its continuous monitoring program. Specifically,
management includes configuration and patch management data for Windows 7 clients, CPSC
servers, and selected hardware in the monthly Security Status Report. However, management
has not properly documented or implemented baseline configurations for all agency software and
hardware components.
Progress:
Although management has not implemented Defense Information System Agency (DISA)
configuration settings to all agency systems, management has made significant progress in this
endeavor. In addition, management has implemented a formal review over local administrator
rights to workstations. Also, although management did not perform scans in November 20 I 3
and April 2014, the CPSC has greatly improved its automated scanning capabilities, and reports
these results to management on a monthly basis. These enhancements will, among other things,
reduce the agency's attack surface, assist management in detecting/preventing attacks, reduce
amount of unauthorized software on the network, improve software license compliance, and
reduce the effort required to develop a comprehensive software inventory until management can
implement an application whitelisting solution.
Issues to be addressed:
The CPSC Configuration Management Policies are missing key elements, and management
has not developed and implemented SOPs for the Configuration Management process. The
Configuration Management policies or procedures do not include the following:
o An organization-defined set of circumstances when baselines must be updated, and an
explicit requirement for baselines to be updated as an integral part of information
system component installations and upgrades.
o A requirement for management to develop and document an inventory of information
system components that includes organization-defined information deemed necessary
to achieve effective information system component accountability; and a requirement
that management reviews and updates the information system component inventory
as frequently as detennined necessary by the organization.
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A requirement for management to take action when unauthorized components are
detected by disabling network access by such components; isolating the components,
and/or notifying appropriate agency personnel.
o Also, management has not developed Configuration Management procedures, and the
link that references the Configuration Management procedures is broken.
o The frequency which management must review/update the Configuration
Management Policies and Procedures.
Management does not maintain a comprehensive hardware and software inventory. In
addition, management has not purged all unauthorized software installed on the CPSC
network or developed a process to ensure software license compliance.
Management has not developed an inventory of software and hardware components requiring
configuration baselines, and management has not baselined nil agency software and hardware
component configurations.
Management has not updated all of its existing configuration baseline documents in FY 2014.
The agency does not remediate or formally accept the risk associated with all noncompliances identified in the monthly DISA and patch management scans.
Management does not adequately test, validate, and document production changes:
a. Management does not consistently document the implementation date ("Date Change
Made") in the change control forms.
b. Management does not adequately document the test steps performed to agency
changes, including server patches.
c. Management does not adequately perfonn and document Security Impact Analyses
on changes.
d. The ISSO does not consistently approve changes.
e. Management does not audit change control activities.
Management does not implement server, database, and widely used third party application
patches in a timely manner. Additionally, management is using versions of databases that are
not supported and the vendor is no longer patching.

o

-

-

-

-

Configuration Management Recommendations:
I. Management should review and update the Configuration Management policies, and develop
and implement SOPs to standardize the implementation of the Configuration Management
process. The Configuration Management policy/SOPs should include the following:
a. A description of organization-defined circumstances when baselines must be updated
and an explicit requirement for baselines to be updated as an integral part of
information system component installations and upgrades.
b. A requirement for management to develop and document an inventory of information
system components that includes infonnation deemed by lhe organization as
necessary to achieve effective information system component accountability, and a
requirement thal management reviews ond updates the infonnation system component
inventory as frequently as determined necessary by the organization.
c. a requirement for managemenl to take action when unauthorized components arc
detected, by disabling network access by such components, isolating the components,
and/or notifying appropriate agency personnel.
d. the frequency which management must review/update the Configuration
Management Policies and Procedures.
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2. The agency should implement a solution to develop, approve, and maintain a current and
comprehensive software/hardware inventory. Management should then assign ownership to
all agency software/hardware.
3. Management should develop, approve, and maintain a target software/hardware inventory.
This, along with recommendation 2, above, should be done with the assistance of the
business owners. Business owners should identify Mission Essential Functions and systems
and provide this information to EXIT. Thereafter, EXIT should identify and inventory the
software and hardware associated with these functions.
4. Management should document the process for developing the software/hardware inventory in
a procedure document.
5. Management should purge the network of all unauthorized software.
6. Management should implement a whitelisting or VDI solution to prevent systematically
unauthorized software from running on the network.
7. Management should patch all software identified in the software inventory.
8. Management should implement the OHS Continuing Diagnostics and Mitigation Program
once it becomes available.
9. Management should develop and enforce a process to govern software license compliance:
a. Management should document and maintain a comprehensive software inventory.
b. Management should document the number of instances of each type of software
installed on the network.
c. Management should document and inventory all software licenses owned by the
agency.
d. Management should reconcile the software instances installed on the network to the
software licenses owned by the CPSC and remediate any discrepancies.
e. Management should perform periodic audits to ensure compliance.
10. The CPSC should develop an inventory of software and hardware components requiring
baselining, and the process for developing this inventory should be documented in a
procedure document.
11 . The CPSC should establish, document, and implement mandatory configuration settings
(CM-2 and CM-6) for information technology products employed within the information
system. The CM-6 configuration settings should use defined security configuration
checklists that renect the most restrictive mode consistent with operational requirements.
12. Management should identify, document, and approve exceptions from the mandatory
configuration settings for individual components within the information system based on
explicit operational requirements.
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13. Management should implement and document controls to mitigate the risk posed by the
accepted variances to the configuration baselines.
14. Thereafter, management should monitor and control changes to the configuration settings in
accordance with organizational policies and procedures.
15. Management should review/update the existing configuration baselines each time a major
change is made to the system's environment, and at least annually.
16. Management should document the implementation date for each production change.
17. Management should perform and document testing on each production change. This should
include use cases, use case results, integration testing results, etc.
18. Management should provide training to personnel responsible for implementing system and
configuration changes. Management should train these personnel on the CPSC change
management procedures, and what infonnation management requires when documenting a
configuration change in a change management form (e.g. test cases, test methodologies, test
resu Its, etc.).
19. Management should perform and document SIA for each system change. The SIA should
include a sumcient level of detail to allow the CPSC security team to make a determination
of a system change's impact to the agency's control environment.
20. The ISSO or delegate should approve all system changes.
21 . Management should audit production changes periodically to validate that the agency has
adequately tested, documented, and approved the production changes.
22. Management should develop a comprehensive EA and management should tie all system
changes to the EA.
23. Management should implement server, database, and widely used application patches in a
timely manner and in accordance with the patch management policy. If the agency decides
not to implement the missing patch, management should document a formal justification.
24. Management should test all server, database, and application patches in a test environment
prior to deploying the patch to the full production domain.
25. Management should document all server, database, and application patches in the change
management database and document the process used to test these patches.
26. Management should add a separate query to the change management database to allow users
to search on server, database, and application patches.

27. Management should upgrade all unsupported versions of databases to supported versions of
databases.
28. Management should require all external network traffic to be routed back through the
Managed Trusted Internet Protocol Service connection.
29. Management should remcdiate all non-compliances with the baseline configurations and
missing patches identified as part of monthly scans.
30. Management should implement and document controls to mitigate the risk posed by the
accepted variances to the configuration baselines and missing patches identified in the
monthly scans.

Incident Response and Reporting

Management has established incident detection, handling, and analysis policies and procedures.
Management has also implemented an Incident Reporting database, to track incident reports
documenting known security incidents. In addition, management has assigned resources to a
Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) in accordance with the Incident Response
policy. The CSIRT analyzes, validates, and documents ull known security incidents.
Additionally, management notifies US-CERT of security incidents. Management also uses a
Security Information and Event Management solution to manage security logs and identify
security incidents.
Progress:
Management has made substantial progress in implementing Incident Response and Reporting in
FY 2014. Management has fully implemented the Incident Response policies and procedures,
and responds to and resolves incidents in a timely manner. In addition, management developed a
tool to streamline incident reports to US-CERT to ensure timely compliance with US-CERT
CON OPS.
Issues to be addressed:
None

Security Training

EXIT administers the CPSC Security Awareness Training Programs using the Talent
Management System (TMS). Specifically, EXIT verifies that all CPSC employees and
contractors receive the required annual IT security awareness training. EXIT also provides
specialized security training for EXIT employees who have significant infonnation system
security responsibilities.
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Progress:
Management obtained role-based training courses from the DHS Information System Security
Line of Business and provided these trainings to EXIT users with significant security
responsibilities. Management is planning on customizing the role-based training in FY 2015 to
reflect the CPSC's policies, procedures, and processes, and to meet the requirements of 5 CFR
930.301 .
Issues to be uddrcsscd:
- The agency has not updnted its Security Training Policies and Procedures since FY 2012. In
addition, the Security Training Policy does not require role-based training for non-IT staff,
including those non-IT staff explicitly required to receive role-based training in 5 C.F.R
930.301: Executives, Program and Functional Managers, the CIO, and IT functional
management.
- The agency does not provide appropriate role-based security training to its personnel.
Instead of developing individualized security training for each of the 25 specific user groups
outlined in NIST SP 800-16, the agency provides specialized training courses for personnel
within the IT department with significant information security responsibilities and a security
awareness training for all other CPSC personnel. However, management did not design
Role-Based training for non-IT personnel. Also, the Role-Based trainings selected for IT
resources with significant security responsibilities do not meet all of the 5 CFR 930.301
required content.
Security Training Recommendations:
I. The agency should update the Security Training Policy and develop a 5 C.F.R 930.30 I
compliant training program using the guidance outlined in NIST SP 800-16 and NIST SP
800-50.
a. The Security Awareness and Training policies and procedures should require
management to provide each NIST SP 800-16 "user group," defined within the
agency security training program, role-based training specifically developed for that
group.
b. The training criteria, if not the content, for each user group should be outlined in the
policy. For details on the required training criteria, please see NIST SP 800-16, pages
98-154; NIST SP 800-16, appendix E; and summaries in NIST SP 800-50, pages
25-27.

2. Management should develop/purchase training courses for each of the relevant NIST SP 80016/NIST SP 800-50, or C.F.R 903.301 user groups, and customize the courses to reflect the
CPSC policies, procedures, and processes.
3. Agency management should assign all relevant agency resources to one of the 25 user groups
documented in NIST SP 800-16/NIST SP 800-50, or the user groups outlined in C.F.R
903.301.
4. Once management has assigned the users to an agency defined user group, management
should then select the appropriate training courses, and provide those security trainings to
agency resources commensurate with their user groups.
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Remote Access Management
Management has established Remote Access Policies and Procedures. Management also has
established the use of Personal Identification Verification (PlV) cards as the common means for
the majority of standard users to access the network remotely. In addition, management has
implemented the Trusted Internet Connection (TIC) to assist with the government-wide effort to
consolidate external network connections across the Federal landscape. The CPSC reports I00
percent of external network/application interconnections and external traffic to/from the
organization's networks passes through the TIC in the CIO metrics. However, management
allows split tunneling for remote users connecting through the agency VPN, and management
operates a router, which does not filter traffic through the TIC. Therefore, does not route 100
percent of its traffic through the TIC, as reported.

Progress:
Management began identifying users who did not authenticate using a PIV card in 2014 to detect
and remediate non~compliances with the NIST and HSPD-12 mandates. This new process
partially remediates the risk associated with users who remotely access agency systems without
multi factor authentication. Management also began performing audits of one form of remote
access in FY 2014 to detect unauthorized connections. Jn addition, management implemented an
automated solution to monitor and report on high-risk activity identified by the firewall.
Issues to be addressed:
- The Remote Access policies and procedures are out-of-date and management did not review
and update these documents in FY 2014. In addition, these policies and procedures are
missing key elements:
o The policy does not define all authorized methods of remote access.
o The policy does not include usage restrictions, configuration/connection
requirements, and implementation guidance for each remote access method.
o Management has not documented how they monitor all fonns of remote access. In
addition, management does not monitor all forms of remote access.
o Management does not require authorization for remote access, and management
permits split tunneling. Also, the policies/procedures do not list the security functions
and security-related information that users can access remotely or the additional
controls in place to ensure these functions are not misused.
o Management has not defined the networking protocols the agency has deemed nonsecure within the policies/procedures.
- Management has not fully implemented the remote access policies and procedures.
o The Remote Access policy and Secure Communications policy state that remote
sessions time-out after 30 minutes of inaclivity. However, management has not
configured all remote access sessions to time-out.
o Management does not monitor all remote connections for unauthorized access or
misuse. For example, management does not monitor or review VPN logs as is
required by the Remote Access Policy.
o Management requires the use of FIPS 140-2 in the Secure Communication policy.
However, management has not implemented Fl PS 140-2 solutions for remote access.
Also, management does not systematically require encryption for information
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transmitted across public networks, or employ a solution to facilitate the encryption
of large file transfers. For example, management has not configured the CPSC email
solution to systematically encrypt emails and attachments prior to being transmitted
across a public network.
o Management allows split tunneling and does not require all external network traffic to
flow through the TIC.
o Management permits remote access to all users and, therefore, does not define or
document situations or compelling reasons to grant remote access.
o Management has not reviewed the Remote Access policy since 2012.
o Management has not developed a traffic flow policy, as required by the System and
Communication Protection policy.
Management does not uniquely identify and authenticate all users and devices accessing the
network, including those remotely accessing the network.
o Management does not require all devices to authenticate to the network, or formally
authorize and document a list of devices/types of devices that must authenticate to the
network.
o Management has not implemented a formal process to control the establishment and
maintenance of common user accounts, which can be used to remotely access the
network.
o Management does not change common account credentials when users separate from
the agency or change job functions.
o Agency resources use a generic administrator IDs to perform support functions, and
management does not monitor the actions performed by these administrator accounts.
In addition, agency resources can use these generic administrator IDs to access the
network remotely.
Management did not report all stolen or lost laptops/mobile devices to US-CERT.
Management does not systematically compel all users to use multifactor authentication to
access the network. In addition, multi factor authentication is not used for all forms of remote
access.
Management does not utilize separate accounts for administrators; instead, administrators
utilize privileged accounts to perform non-privileged tasks.
Management lost support for a critical security tool for more than a month in 2014.

Remote Access Management Recommendations:
I. Management should document and implement the following processes in a policy or
procedure document:
a. An inventory of authorized methods of remote access.
b. Usage restrictions configuration/connection requirements, and implementation
guidance for each remote access method.
c. An inventory of security functions and security-related information that users can
access remotely along with the controls management should implement to ensure
these functions arc not misused.
d. Specific audit procedures for each remote access method to ensure these controls are
in place and effective.
e. A requirement for management to authorize all forms of remote access prior to
allowing this access.
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An inventory of networking protocols management deems non-secure and a
requirement to restrict access to these protocols.
g. An inventory of specific and/or types of devices which require unique identification
and authentication before establishing a local, remote, and/or network connection.
f.

2. The agency should follow the documented Remote Access Policy and the NIST
requirements. These requirements include the implementation of automated tools to monitor
for unauthorized remote access connections and the misuse of authorized remote access
connections. Management should also report the results of these analyses to all appropriate
parties.
3. Management should configure all remote access sessions to end after 30 minutes in
accordance with agency policies and OMB Memorandum M-07-16.
4. Management should implement FIPS 140-2 validated encryption solutions for all fonns of

remote access.
5. Management should prohibit split tunneling systematically and route all traffic through the
TIC.

6. Management should define, document, and authorize all instances where remote access is
granted.
7. Management should perform an annual review of the remote access policies and procedures.
8. Management should implement a solution to require systematically the encryption of all

sensit ive information transmitted across a public network. Otherwise, management should
audit periodically e-mails, attachments, and tile transfers traversing a public network to
ensure policy compliance. Alternatively, management should implement a data loss
prevention solution.
9. Management should implement a solution that facilitates the encryption of large file
transfers.
I0. Management should implement a Network Access Control device that requires the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association, 802.1 x authentication for all
CPSC devices (including network devices, servers, and printers) prior to granting access to
the network.
11 . Management should implement a formal process to establish and control the use of shared
user accounts. This should include:
a. A fonnal process to approve the creation of new common user accounts.
b. A formal process to identify and disable common user accounts once these accounts
are no longer required.
c. A formal process to establish membership in the common agency accounts.
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d. A formal process to change the common user account's credentials once a member
separates from the agency or changes job functions and no longer requires access to
the account.
e. A formal process to grant administrators local administrative accounts to ench CPSC
server individually, instead of using the system administrator accounts. Management
should check-in/check-out the global administrative passwords only when this access
is required.
f. A fonnal process that requires management to change the credentials on shared
administrator accounts whenever a user with knowledge of these credentials separates
from the CPSC or chnnges job functions.
g. Periodic password changes on all common accounts.
h. A fonnal periodic review of all common user accounts to ensure these accounts
remain appropriate.
12. Management should create separate non-administrative user accounts for administrators, and
require administrators to use these accounts when performing tasks that do not require
administrative privileges.

13. Management should systematicnlly compel multi factor authentication for all users accessing
CPSC systems.
14. Communications between the CPSC management and the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services should improve to eliminate procurement delays associated with critical
security solutions. Alternatively, management should consider perfonning an assessment to
determine which procurements are time-sensitive and critical. Once the procurement
assessment is complete, management should consider handling those procurements in-house.

15. Management should notify US-CERT and law enforcement of all lost/stolen laptops/mobile
devices within the federally and organizationally prescribed timeframes.
16. Management should update the Property Management policies and SOPs to require Property

Custodians to notify the ISSO/CSIRT of missing devices that may contain CPSC data (e.g.
flash drives, external hard drives, desktops, servers, laptops, Blackberries, etc.) identified
throughout the year (e.g. when no ti lied of a lost/stolen device, or as identi tied as part of the
inventory process).
17. Management should train all Property Custodians on their responsibility to notify the
ISSO/CSIRT of lost or stolen devices that may contain CPSC data identified throughout the
year.

Identity and Access Management

Management has established physical and logical access policies and procedures to govern the
Identity and Access Management process. Management also has established the use of PIY
cards as the common means for standard users to access agency facilities and log into most
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agency clients. However, management does not compel users to utilize a PIV card to access all
network resources, including privileged accounts.
Progress:
Although management does not require all users to use multifactor authentication to access the
network, management has made substantial progress toward that goal, and only a limited number
of users exist who can uccess the network without the use of their PIV Card. Also, in August,
management began monitoring the network to identify the users authenticating without a PIV
card, and now addresses each of the instances individually. In addition, management also began
performing periodic audits of network accounts to identify inappropriace users.
Issues to be addressed:
- Management did not review and update the General Access Control Policy in FY 14. In
addition, management did not document the following AC- I and AC-2 requirements in the
General Access Control policy and related procedures:
o The frequency m~:magement reviews/updates the access policies and procedures.
o The conditions established for role/group membership.
o A description of the account modification process.
o The process by which common network accounts are established and controlled,
including the process for reissuing shared/group account credentials when individuals
are removed from the group.
o The process by which the organizational personnel responsible for approving
privileged access provide additional scrutiny to users being granted privileged access.
o The process by which temporary, emergency and guest accounts are established and
controlled, including the organization·defined duration for each type of account after
which the information system is required to automatically remove or disable
temporary and emergency accounts.
o The process by which management controls system accounts.
o References to individual system access control SOPs.
Management has not formalized or implemented an Access Control Policy and attendant
procedures for all agency applications.
Management has not fully implemented the General Access Control policy:
o CPSC ITTS Branch Chiefs and program managers do not assess access controls for
all users with administrative and non-administrative access privileges on an annual
basis;
• Management does not audit all users with access to CPSC systems and
confirm group access settings are accurate;
• Management does not maintain a list of all security systems and security
controls in place for each system; and,
• Management does not maintain a description of the processes by which users
are granted access to each system.
o Management utilizes shared administrative accounts.
Management does not uniquely identify, authenticate, and authorize all users and devices,
including those remotely accessing the network, before establishing a connection to the
network.
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o Management does not require all devices to authenticate to the network, or fonnally
authorize and document a list of devices/types of devices that must authenticate to the
network.
o Management has not implemented a formal process to control the establishment and
maintenance of common user accounts, including those which can be used to
remotely access the network.
o Management does not change common account credentials when users separate from
the agency or change job functions.
o Agency resources use a generic administrator IDs to perform support functions, and
management does not monitor the actions performed by these administrator accounts.
In addition, agency resources can use these generic administrator IDs to access the
network remotely.
As also mentioned in the Remote Access Section, system administrators do not utilize
separate user accounts when performing non-administrative tasks.
The agency has not implemented the Principle of Least Privilege and the proper separation of
duties for the GSS LAN.
Management has not implemented the Principle of Least Privilege or Segregation of Duties
within www.cpsc.gov.
Management did not revoke access to agency infonnation systems immediately upon
contractor/employee separation from the agency. Also, management does not document and
maintain the time and date the agency revokes network accounts. Therefore, management
cannot evidence the timeliness of these access revocations.
Management has not defined a process to establish common accounts, periodically review
common accounts, or to change the passwords for these accounts as business needs require.
As mentioned in the Remote Access Section, management does not systematically compel all
users to use multi factor authentication to access the network. In addition, multi factor
authentication is not used for all forms of privileged and remote access.

Identity and Access Management Recommendations:
I. Management should review and update the General Access Control policy annually.
2. The following elements should be included in the General Access Control Policy and
procedure documents:
a. The frequency management reviews/updates the access policies and procedures.
b. The process by which management establishes and controls temporary, emergency,
and guest accounts. This should include guidance on how guest/temporary accounts
are authorized and monitored. Management should also define a process for
notifying account managers when temporary accounts are no longer required, in
addition to the requirement to deactivate temporary accounts that are no longer
required. Also, management should codify the organization-defined duration for each
type of account after which the information system is required lo automatically
remove or; disable temporary and emergency accounts.
c. Specific procedures for the establishment and modification of user accounts,
including a requirement for all new administrators to follow the fonnal user access
request process.
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d. The process by which common network accounts are established and controlled. This
should include how common/anonymous accounts are authorized and monitored and
how shared credentials are reissued when individuals are removed from the group.
e. The process by which management authorizes privileged access. This should include
a description of the additional scrutiny the authorizing resources apply to the
authorization of privileged access. This should also include a list or description of the
appropriate authorizing resources (e.g. system owner, mission/business owner, or
Authorizing Official).
f. The process by which the agency establishes and controls system accounts.
g. Individual system access control SOPs should be referenced in the General Access
policy.
3. Management should draft, approve, and implement NIST compliant Access Control policies
and procedures for agency applications.
4. Management should ensure that the General Access Control Policy is fully implemented.
This includes requiring that the ITTS Branch Chiefs and program managers assess access
controls for all users with administrative and non-administrative access privileges on an
annual basis:
a. Management should maintain documentation to include a list of all security systems
and security controls in place for each system.
b. Management should maintain an up-to-date list of the process by which users are
granted to each system.
c. Management should audit all users with access to CPSC systems and confirm group
access settings are accurate.
d. Management should not utilize shared administrator accounts.
c. Management should ensure that all Access Control policies and procedures are
disseminated to all resources with significant access control roles and responsibilities.
5. Management should implement the Principle of Least Privilege for the GSS LAN.
a. The agency should define and document the functions/duties which have a significant
impact on agency operations and assets (e.g. create users accounts, modify firewall
rules, modify antivirus settings, reset passwords, modify DHCP, etc.) and create roles
that systematically separate the users' ability to perfom1 these functions.
b. The agency should revoke access to all users who have but do not require access to
the functions defined above.
c. The agency should review the logs of all admin/super user accounts and restrict this
access if these levels of privilege are not specifically necessary to perform required
job functions.
d. The agency should document the system controls in place (e.g. blocked ports,
restricted protocols, etc.).
e. The agency should document the specific access controls in place for
providing/controlling access required for the duties, functions and system restrictions
described above. Documentation can be in the form of access control policies (e.g.
identity-based policies, role-based policies, attribute-based policies, etc.).
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f.

Management should create separate non-administrative user accounts for
administrators and require administrators to use these accounts when performing
tasks that do not require administrative privileges.

6. Management should implement a solution that allows the agency to report on the specific
privileges assigned to each Active Directory and e-Directory user account. These reports
should be granular enough to report on which security function management assigns to each
user account. Management should perform periodic audits of these reports to ensure access
remains appropriate.
7. Management should limit administrator's access to update audit logs and implement a
solution to monitor changes to the audit logs and notify the CSIRT team in the event of an
audit log modification.
8. Management should implement a solution to monitor actively tasks performed by personnel
with approved conflicting duties.
9. Management should develop and implement worktlows within cpsc.gov to coincide with the
roles defined within www.cpsc.sov.
I 0. Management should revoke separated users' access lo agency systems.
11. Management should implement a centralized contractor database to track the on and offboarding of contractors.
12. Management should draft and implement an SOP that clearly defines the roles and
responsibilities for all resources responsible for processing contractor separations. The SOP
should also include guidance for how these departments coordinate with each other to
perfonn their respective tasks.
13. Management should train the Contracting Officers Representatives, EXRM, and EXIT
resources responsible for processing contractor separations on their respective contractor
separation responsibilities.
14. EXRM should provide the EXIT representatives and program officials responsible for
processing contractor separations with a weekly report of contractor separations.
Management should formally reconcile the current separations, as indicated on the weekly
EXRM contractor separation report, to all the CPSC IT system Access Control Lists to
ensure the timely revocation of all user accounts.
15. Management should periodically review all user accounts to ensure that access remains
appropriate.
I6. Management should implement a process to estabf ish and control the use of shared user
accounts.
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a. Management should implement a formal process to approve the creation of new
common user accounts.
b. Management should implement a formal process to disable common user accounts
once no longer required.
c. Management should implement a fonnal process to establish membership in the
common agency accounts.
d. Management should implement a formal process to change the common user
account's credentials once a member separates from the agency or changes job
functions and no longer requires access to the account.
e. Management should grant administrators local administrative accounts to each CPSC
server individually, instead of using the system administrator accounts. Management
should check-in/check-out the passwords to the global system administrator accounts
only when this access is required.
f. Management should implement a formal process to require management to change
the credentials on shared administrator accounts whenever a user with knowledge of
these credentials separates from the CPSC or changes job functions.
g. Management should require periodic password changes on all common accounts.
h. Management should require a formal periodic review of all common user accounts to
ensure these accounts remain appropriate.
17. Management should systematically require all users accessing the CPSC network to use
multi factor authentication.
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Memorandum

Oete:

November 7, 2014

TO

Christopher Dentel
Inspector General
Office oflhe lnsp~ General

THROUGH:

Patrick Ma.nley
lnformation Systems Security Officer
Office of Information Technology (EXIT)

FROM

Pat Weddle "/Jy.~; Ar tv'-'1:::1"'~,
Chief Information Officer
~
Office of Infonnation Technology (EXIT)

SUBJECT

Management Response to FY 2014 Evaluation of the CPSC's Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA) Implementation

'f!:/_

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the FY 2014 FISMA evaluation. The Office of
lnfonnation Technology (EXIT) has continued to muke progress in its IT security program over
the past year. An Incident Response Team, with dedicated resources, was established to help the
agency identify nnd thwart cyber-attacks aimed at compromising the agency's information
systems and data; and EXIT began a project to assess the infonnation systems being utilized by
staff at the National Product Testing and Evaluation Center (NPTEC). Jn response to an OMB
mandate issued last foll, requiring all Federal agencies to implement strategies to more efficiently
monitor information system security controls, EXIT developed associated policies, risk
assessments and monitoring plans needed to comply with this mandate. EXIT hus also procured
a governance, risk and compliance tool which will allow the office to better manage security
documentation, such as security plans, assessments, and policies.
EXIT has carefully reviewed the evaluation and generally concurs with its findings. There are
two areas EXIT would like to highlight:

Risk Profile of Findings
The evaluation does not address the risk profile associated with findings Wld whether a
particular finding induces a quantifiable weakness or vulnerability within agency infonnation
systems. OMB Circular A-I 30, which establishes official OMB policy and guidnnce on
information technology management for Federal executive agencies, requires that agencies
utilize the concept of "adequate security" when employing security controls. Adequate
security is defined ns "security commensurate with the risk and magnitude of harm resulting
from the Joss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of information." This
definition emphasizes a risk-based policy for cost-effective security established by the
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Computer Security Act. In the Risk Management Review section of the evaluation, there is a
finding related to EXIT not perfonning an assessment of security controls employed by
minor applications (pg. 7). The agency employs approximately 80 different minor
applications-ranging from document tracking systems to macro-based spreadsheets. The
overwhelming majority of the security controls employed by minor applications are directly
inherited from the general support network, on which most of these systems reside. The time
and cost associated with a formal security review of each of these applications would be
substantial and would not significantly alter the agency's risk exposure. It Is conceivable that
by diverting resources to address these types of findings, the agency could be creating
"increased" risk for its systems and data. Findings that identify more serious and immediate
vulnerabilities would necessarily have to compete with "risk-neutral'' findings for limited IT
security resources.

Cost-Benefit of Remediation
The evaluation does not discuss the cost-benefit rJtio associated with remediation activity
and whether addressing 11 particular finding would be appropriate. In the Security Training
section, the evaluation states a deficiency regarding the agency's failure to provide
appropriate role-based security training (pg. 23).
As mandated by FlPS Publication 200, Minimum Security Requirements/or Federal
Information and Information Systems, Federal agencies are required to apply an nppropriately
tailored set of baseline security controls as speci fled in National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-53, Security and Privacy Conrro/s for Feder{l/
/nformarion Sysrems and Organizations. NIST 800-53 only requires agencies to provide
role-based security training to personnel wilh assigned security roles and responsibililies.
The time and cost associated with the development, maintenance and delivery of security
training for 25 distinct user groups would be substantinl and would not significantly alter the
agency's risk exposure. Implementing the evaluation's recommendation would exceed the
NIST 800-53 requirement.
EXIT acknowledges that there are relevant security weaknesses identified in the FY 2014
FISMA evaluation. EXIT will prepare a remediation plan to address the issues that create a
measurable level of risk to CPSC's information systems and which nre balanced by the effect of
implementing the CAP goals. These weaknesses will be documented in EXIT's Plan of Action
and Milestones (POAM) tracking system.
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
BETHESDA, MD 20886
Date: February 23, 2015

TO

Elliot F. Kaye, Chainnan
Robert S. Adler, Commissioner
Marietta S. Robinson, Commissioner
Ann Marie Buerkle, Commissioner
Joseph P. Mohorovic, Commissioner

FROM

Christopher W. Dentel, Inspector General

SUBJECT: Third-Party Lnboratory Accreditation Perforrnnnce Audit
On August 14, 2008, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA} of2008, Public
Law (P.L.) 110-34, was signed into law. The CPSIA constituted a comprehensive overhaul of
consumer product safety rules, which significantly affected nearly all children's products
entering the U.S. market. The CPSlA imposed a third-party testing requirement on all consumer
products primarily intended for children twelve years of age or younger. Every manufacturer
(including importers) or private labeler of children's products must have the product tested by an
accredited independent testing laboratory and, based on the testing, must be issued a certificate
stating that the product meets all applicable CPSC requirements. The CPSC was given authority
under the CPS IA to either directly accredit third-party confonnity assessment bodies lo complete
the required testing of children's products, or designate independent accrediting organizations to
accredit the testing laboratories. The CPSC has the authority to suspend or terminate a
laboratory's accreditation in appropriate circumstances, and is required to periodically assess
whether or not laboratories should continue to be accredited. The statute requires that the CPSC
issue laboratory occreditation regimes for a variety of different categories of children's products.
Section 205(a)(2) of the CPSIA requires the CPSC's Office of Inspector General (OIG) to review
the adequacy of the CPSC's procedures for accrediting conformity assessment bodies. In
accordance with this requirement, the CPSC OIG completed reviews over the CPSC's
complionce with third-party accreditation requirements in fiscal years (FY) 2011 and 2012. The
initial review found that while the CPSC had established a laboratory accreditation program
within a short time period, the program lacked cenain aspects to ensure that it operated
efficiently and effectively to meet its stated objectives. Findings included the absence of
documented policies and procedures, a subjective review process, and weak program
mam1gement internal controls. ln response to the OIG's review, the CPSC's management look
aggressive steps to address the program's deficiencies and, upon completion of the FY 2012
CPSC HoUlne: 1.S00-638-CPSC(2m) H CPSC's Web Sile: http1/www.cp$c.gov
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follow-up review, most of Lhe OJG's recommendations were found to have been fully
implemented. This resulted in the overall conclusion that the CPSC was in compliance with
CPSIA and ogency regulations.
The CPSC OIG retained the services of Kearney & Company, P.C. (Kearney), on external audit
finn, to conduct a performance audit of the CPSC's compliance with relevant Consumer Product
Safety Act requirements, as amended by the CPSIA. Under a contract monitored by the 010,
Kearney conducted a performance audit to assess the compliance of the CPSC's program for
accrediting laboratory assessment bodies with the CPSJA and the applicable sections of the
Federal Register. Kearney found that to accredit testing laboratories, the CPSC relies on
accreditation bodies that are signatories to the International Laboratory Accreditation
Cooperation Mutual Recognition Arrangement. Kearney .nlso found that the CPSC has a process
in place for accepting accredited laboratories (and also nuditing them on a periodic basis). The
CPSC website, which is used to display public infonnation regarding the accepted laboratories,
was found to be up-to-date and current.
Finally, Ke<imey found th<it over the past year, the CPSC has made several improvements to its
Third-Party Laboratory Accreditation Program, to include updating written policies and
procedures, addressing prior/open findings identified from 010 reviews, and updating the
Laboratory Approval System to automate manunl processes/controls. However, Kenrney noted
several instances in which the CPSC perfonned certain controls it did not have documented in its
written policies and procedures.
In connection wilh the contract, we reviewed Kearney's report and related documenration and
inquired of ils representatives. Our review, as dinerentiated from an audit in accordance with
generally accepted governmenl auditing sl.nndnrds, was not intended to enable us to express, and
we do not express, an opinion on the malters contained in the report. Kearney is responsible for
the attached report. However, our review disclosed no inst.nnces where Kearney did not comply,
in all material respects, with generally accepted government auditing standards.
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me.
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Inspector General
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Background
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Enacted on August 14, 2008, the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA)
constituted a comprehensive overhaul of consumer product safety rules and regulations and
expanded the United States (U.S.) Consumer Product Safety Commission's (CPSC or
Commission) authority lo regulate consumer products and enforce higher civil penalties. The
CPSIA significantly affected all children's products entering the U.S. market.
The main subject of this perfonnance audit was the Third-Party Laboratory Accreditation
Program. In summary, all manufacturers and importers of children's products must certify, in a
Children's Product Certificate, that their children's products comply with all applicable
children's product safety rules. Third-party testing means testing perfonned by a third-party
accredited laboratory that the CPSC has accepted to perfonn the specific tests for each children's
product safety rule.
Section 205(a)(2) of the CPS IA requires the Commission's Office of Inspector General (OIG) to
conduct audits to assess the adequacy of procedures for accrediting conformity assessment
bodies, as authorized by Section 14(a)(3) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA). In
accordance with this requirement, Kearney & Company, P.C. (Kearney), an external audit firm
acting on the OIG's behalf, conducted a perfonnance audit of the CPSC compliance with CPSA,
as amended by CPS IA during fiscal year (FY) 2013.

Results of Evaluation and Findings
Kearney conducted this performance audit to assess the compliance of the CPSC's program for
accrediting laboratory assessment bodies with CPS IA and the applicable Federal Register (F.R.).
Kearney found that to accredit testing laboratories, the CPSC relies on accreditation bodies that
arc signatories to the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) Mutual
Recognition Arrangement (MRA). As such, the CPSC assesses the risk of this reliance and notes
that the reliance on ILAC member accreditation bodies to assess CPSC-accepted laboratories is
small, in terms of potential for allowing incompetent or problematic laboratories in the CPSC
program. Kearney also found that the CPSC has a process in place for accepting accredited
laboratories (and also auditing them on a periodic basis). The CPSC website, which is used to
display public infonnation regarding the accepted laboratories, was found to be up-lo-dale and
current.
Over the past year, the CPSC has made several improvements to its Third-Party Laboratory
Accreditation Program, to include updating written policies and procedures via the F.R.,
addressing prior/open findings identified from OIG reviews, and updating the Laboratory
Approval System to automate manual processes/controls. Kearney noted instances in which the
CPSC performed certain controls; however, the CPSC did not document them in its written
policies and procedures. The section below outlines what Kearney noted.
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Status of Prior/Open Findings
The CPSC 010 conducted a review, as authorized by Section 14(a)(3) ofCPSA, on December
10, 2010 in response to the CPSIA. The initial review identified seven findings. The CPSC OIG
then conducted a follow-up review in 2012 to detenninc whether the CPSC management had
addressed the prior seven findings. During this review, which was issued on September 24,
2012, the CPSC OIG determined that five of the seven findings were closed. The following
findings were still considered open at the time of the follow-up:
I. The CPSC Failed to Meet a Number of Accreditation Timeline Requirements
Current Year Follow-up: Kearney discussed the prior finding with CPSC management
during the performance audit. We were informed that the rule pertaining to baby
bouncers, walkers, and jumpers was established in 1971 by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) (15 United States Code [U.S.C.] 1261 - 1278 and 36 F.R. 21809,
dated November 16, 1971 ). During that time period, these three juvenile products
included similar mechanisms and could be lumped into the same grouping. However,
over the years, these products have become more distinct and now include separate
mechanisms. CPSC management determined that the initial rule from 1971, which was
cited within CPSIA, was no longer applicable; therefore, in 2009, management proposed
that this rule be revoked (74 F.R. 45714). Since the rule's revocation, only a mandatory
standard for walkers was established (16 Code of Federal Regulations [C.F.R.] Part 1216,
in compliance with American Society for Testing and Materials [ASTM] F977-l 2). The
mandatory standard allowed the CPSC to publish a notice of requirement. Until rules arc
mandated for bouncers and jumpers, the Laboratory Accreditation Program cannot
pub Iish notice of requirements for them.
As the rule established in 1971 was no longer applicable and revoked, Kearney
determined that CPSC management is unable to publish a notice of requirement
pertaining to bouncers and/or jumpers at this time.
Kearney discussed the results of these conversations and tcstwork related to timelinc
accreditations with the CPSC OIG. They concurred that this rule was no longer
applicable, and this prior year finding is subsequently closed.
2. Assurance !LAC Standards Conform to CPSIA Standards
Current Ycar Follow-up: Kearney discussed the prior finding with CPSC management
during the FY 2013 performance audit. We were informed that the CPSC was still fully
reliant on ILAC. They were also comfortable with the use of International Organization
for Standardization (ISO)/lntemational Electrotcchnical Commission (IEC) 17025 as the
standard that all laboratories were held against. Kearney tested both aspects of this prior
year finding: 1) ISO/IEC 17025 comparison to CPS IA standards, and 2) ILAC reliance.
We determined that CPSIA did not include any incremental standards above ISO/IEC
17025. However, we detennined that the CPSC lacks controls to complement its reliance
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on lLAC when dctem1ining whether laboratories should be accredited as compliant with
CPSC standards. Sec the current year finding related to ]LAC reliance at #2 (lack of
Complementary Controls) below.

Current Year Findings
Kearney conducted this performance audit to assess the CPSC's compliance with CPSA, as
amended by the CPS IA and the applicable provisions of the F.R. During the audit, Kearney
noted the following (sec Section 3 - Results and Findings below for additional detail):
I. Insufficient Documentation
The CPSC lacks documented policies and procedures to address the actions taken when a
third-party accreditation laboratory's certification lapses in order to confirm that the
laboratory remains in good standing with its accreditation body.

Management's Response
Management concurs with the finding and recommendation.
2. Lack of Complementary Controls
The CPSC lacks controls to complement its reliance on ILAC when determining whether
laboratories should be accredited as compliant with the CPSC's standards.

Management's Response
Management concurs with the finding and recommendation.
Kearney has included CPSC management's responses to our findings in the audit report (sec
Appe11dLl: 8). We did not audit management's responses, and accordingly, we do not express an
opinion on them.
2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Project Background

On August 14, 2008, the CPSJA of 2008, Public Law (P.L.) 110-34, was signed into law. The
CPSIA constituted a comprehensive overhaul of consumer product safety rules, which
significantly affected nearly all children's products entering the U.S. market.
The CPSIA imposed a third-party testing requirement on all consumer products primarily
intended for children twelve years or younger. Every manufacturer (including importers) or
private labeler of children's products must have the product tested by an accredited independent
testing laboratory and, based on the testing, must be issued a certificate that the product meets all
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applicable CPSC requirements. The CPSC was given authority to either directly accredit thirdparty conformity assessment bodies to complete the required testing of children's products or
designate independent accrediting organizations to accredit the testing laboratories. The CPSC is
required to maintain an up-to-dale list of accredited laboratories on its website. The CPSC has
the authority to suspend or terminate a laboratory's accreditation in appropriate circumstances,
and is required to periodically assess whether or not laboratories should continue to be
accredited. The third-party testing and certification requirements for children's products arc
phased in on a rolling schedule. The statute requires the CPSC to issue laboratory accreditation
regimes for a variety of different categories of children's products.
The CPSC OIG completed reviews over the CPSC's compliance with third-party accreditation
requirements in FYs 2011 and 2012. The initial review found that while the CPSC had
established a laboratory accreditation program within a short time period, the program lacked
certain aspects to ensure that it operates efficiently and effectively to meet its stated objectives.
Aspects lacking included the absence of documented policies and procedures, a subjective
review process, and weak program management internal controls. In response to the OIG's
review, the CPSC management took aggressive steps to address the program's deficiencies and,
upon completion in the FY 2012 follow-up review, most of the OIG's recommendations were
fully implemented. This resulted in the overall conclusion that the CPSC is in compliance with
CPSIA and agency regulations.

2.2

Performance Audit Objectives

The purpose of this perfonnancc audit was to assess the adequacy of the CPSC's program for
accrediting laboratory assessment bodies, as authorized by Section 14(a)(3) of the CPSA, and
amended by the CPS IA and the applicable F.R. The primary objective of the audit was to
ascertain the CPSC's compliance with Section 14 of the CPSA as well as determine whether
internal controls had been placed into operation and were functioning efficiently and effectively
to meet the objectives of the program. Further, this was a statutory audit required under Section
205(a)(2) of the CPSIA.
This audit and resulting report should provide sufficient findings and recommendations to allow
it to serve as:

• A rigorous evaluation of the CPSC's laboratory accreditation program, to include
•

•

compliance with CPSIA and evaluation of related internal controls
A consistent and understandable mechanism for reporting the results of the perfonnancc
audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS)
Recommendations that the CPSC can follow in improving its laboratory accreditation
program for compliance with CPSIA.
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Performance Audit Scope

2.3

This performance audit covers the FY 2013 (October 1, 2012 - September 30, 2013) program for
accrediting laboratory assessment bodies. This program is led by the CPSC's Office of Executive
Director Safety Operations Staff. The scope of this performance audit included:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Notice of requirements for time line accreditation
Requirements for application by third-party assessment bodies
Published CPSC rules and test methods
Review process for third-party confonnity assessment bodies applications
Public infonnation provided on CPSC's website
Inspections of third-party conformity assessment bodies
Audits of third-party conformity assessment bodies
ISO/IEC 17025 standards.

Kearney conducted the work from May 2015 through November 2015 at the CPSC's
Headquarters in Bethesda, MD. In the audit, CPSC identified six categories of timclinc
accreditations, zero governmental applicants (as no governmental laboratories applied during the
period under audit), three fircwallcd applicants, 39 independent applicants, and 51 audited
laboratories.

2.4

Performance Audit Standards

Kearney planned and performed this audit in accordance with perfonnance audit requirements in
GAGAS . Those standards required that Kearney obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to
provide a reasonable basis for findings and conclusions. Sufficiency and appropriateness of
evidence needed and tests of evidence varied based on the audit objectives, findings, and
conclusions. Kearney designed the audit to obtain insight into the CPSC's current processes,
procedures, and organizational structure with regards to compliance with CPSlA requirements.

3.

RES UL TS AND FINDINGS

3.1
Lack of Documented Policies and Procedures Related to the Grace Period Follow an
Expired Certification of Accreditation and Scope of Accreditation
The CPSC is required to periodically assess whether third-party confonnity assessment bodies
(laboratories) should continue to be accredited. A Certificate of Accreditation and Scope of
Accreditation issued to a third-party testing laboratory is a declaration that the accreditation body
has dctcnnined that the laboratory meets all of the requirements for accreditation. The
declaration is based on an assessment of compliance with ISO/IEC 17025 as well as an
assessment of the competence of the laboratory for its scope. The assessment is based on a
review of the laboratory management system documentation and an onsitc visit by subject matter
experts for both the management system and technical aspects.
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Based on FY 2013 testwork and discussions with CPSC management, it was noted that it is not
uncommon for an accreditation body lo issue updated official certificate and scope
documentation a month or more after the expiration date shown on the official certificate copy
attached to the latest approved CPSC application. According to the CPSC, a certificate with a
past due expiration date is not an indication of cessation of competence, nor is it a sign that a
laboratory's accreditation has lapsed with its accreditation body. The laboratory remains
accredited and stays on the accreditation body's published list of accredited laboratories. A
laboratory holds a valid accreditation continuously unless the accreditation body officially
suspends or withdraws a laboratory's accreditation.
When there is a delay in a laboratory's submittal of a valid CPSC Audit or Update Certificate
application, the CPSC staff investigates the causes by contacting the laboratory, the accreditation
body, or other sources, if needed, to confirm whether the laboratory remains in good sttmding
with the accreditation body and currently maintains its status with the CPSC. The CPSC may
take different actions depending on what is learned from the investigation. If the laboratory's
accreditation has been suspended or withdrawn by the accreditation body, the CPSC will take
action to withdraw or suspend the laboratory from CPSC-accepted status. However, these
policies and procedures related to the grace period arc not formally documented.
As a result of a lack of documented policies and procedures to address the certification lapses for
the CPSC's accreditation laboratories, a third-party testing laboratory continues to be accepted
by CPSC with an expired accreditation certificate without formal criteria to confirm that it is in
good standing with its accreditation body. This could lead to laboratories' accreditation statuses
not being suspended or terminated in a timely manner and adds risk that the expired laboratories
do not comply with the accreditation requirements.
Kearney recommended that the CPSC establish policies and procedures lo document: I) the
actions performed by the CPSC when there is a delay in a laboratory's submission of a valid
CPSC Audit or Update Certificate application, and 2) criteria for deregislration. Actions
pertaining to a laboratory's delay in submission of a valid CPSC Audit or Update Certificate
application should include, but not be limited to, the following:
I. Investigate the cause by contacting the laboratory, the accreditation body, or other
sources, if needed
2. Adjust the due date for the CPSC Audit application
3. Verify that the laboratory is still in good standing with its accreditation body
4. Withdraw or suspend the laboratory's CPSC-acccpted status if its accreditation has been
suspended or withdrawn
5. Maintain appropriate documentation of the above actions.
3.2
Lack of Documented Policies and Procedures Related to CPSC Reliance on the
International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation
The CPSC relics on ILAC-MRA signatory accreditation bodies to perform assessments of thirdparty laboratories in accordance with ISO/IEC 17025. These assessments are completed as part
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of the process for the laboratories to become accredited with CPSC in order for them to conduct
testing over consumer products. Assessments of the laboratories include onsite visits, review of
internal audits, document review, review of complaints from any source, and feedback from the
marketplace and relevant regulatory bodies.
The CPSC may investigate a CPSC-acccpted laboratory. It may also withdraw or suspend a
laboratory from CPSC-acceptcd status, if warranted, after a CPSC investigation.
Based on FY 2013 test work and discussions with CPSC, it was noted that CPSC lacks
documented controls to complement the reliance on ILAC when determining whether
laboratories should be accredited as compliant with CPSC standards. The CPSC docs not
conduct its own testing or review to monitor that ILAC standards and policies conform lo CPSC
standards.
Because of a lack of documented policies and procedures that verify if ILAC standards and
policies conform to CPSC standards for complementary controls, emerging issues may exist with
testing laboratories that arc not known and further investigated. In addition, testing of
laboratories could be inadequate and lead to inappropriate certifications.
Kearney recommended that the CPSC establish policies and procedures to document its due
diligence over ensuring that ILAC is carrying out its testing and accreditation of laboratories to
support certification by CPSC. This could take the form of the following:
1. Reviewing import/export data for abnormal trends that could trigger a request for ILAC
audit workpapers
2. Engaging with ILAC to review the details of ILA C's audit/testing/assessment results
3. Conducting field site visits or inspections of third-party laboratories
4. Establishing other mechanisms to verify the validity and quality oflLAC testing, such as
coordination between CPSC's Laboratory Accreditation Program and Directorate of
Epidemiology to implement complementary controls in order to rely on a third-party
service organization. These policies and procedures should include, at a minimum,
criteria considered to: 1) trigger an investigation, and 2) obtain and review information
and reports collected and produced by the Directorate for Epidemiology from the
National Injury Information Clearinghouse.

4.

OPINION

Jn our opinion, the CPSC is in compliance with CPSA, as amended by CPSIA, and internal
controls have been placed into operation and arc functioning efficiently and effectively to meet
the objectives of the program, as of September 30, 2013. The CPSC has made significant strides
in the development of its Third-Party Laboratory Accreditation Program since CPSIA was
enacted in 2008. The Commission continues to enhance the program and has plans for further
improvements during the upcoming FYs. Kearney has discussed our recommendations with
CPSC management; they indicated that the CPSC plans to take the proper actions to remediate
the issues noted, and will address Kearney's recommendations to strengthen the program.
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APPENDIX A - ACRONYM LIST
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AP LAC

Asia Pacific Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

BIEC

Border lnteragcncy Executive Council

C.F.R.

Code of Federal Regulations

CPSA

Consumer Product Safety Act

CPSC

Consumer Product Safety Commission

CPS IA

Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008

EA

European Cooperation on Accreditation

FDA

Food and Drug Administration

F.R.

Federal Register

FY

Fiscal Year

GA GAS

Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards

IAAC

lnterAmcrican Accreditation Cooperation

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

ILAC

International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

Kearney

Kearney & Company, P.C.

MLA

Multilateral Agreement

MRA

Mutual Recognition Arrangement

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OIG

Office of Inspector General

P.L.

Public Law

U.S.

United States

u.s.c.

United States Code

USTR

Office of the United States Trade Representative
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APPENDIX B - MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSES
I. Insufficient Documentation
The CPSC lacks documented policies and procedures to address the actions taken when a
third-party accreditation laboratory's certification lapses in order to confirm that the
laboratory remains in good standing with its accreditation body.

Management's Response
Management concurs with the finding and recommendation.
The CPSC staff has been conducting all the actions outlined in the Audit
Recommendations I through 4 (sec Section 3. 1 for this listing), but the policies,
procedures, and tracking have not been formally documented.
The CPSC staff will develop an internal report to track late submissions of CPSC Audit
applications, report on CPSC steps taken to investigate the cause of the late submittal,
check on the accredited status of the laboratory, and report CPSC actions related to the
investigation. The report will be transmitted at regular intervals to CPSC management
and as requested.
Internal CPSC procedures and processes will be developed and documented related to the
handling of late CPSC Audit applications and CPSC follow-up actions.
2. Lack of Complementary Controls
The CPSC lacks controls to complement its reliance on ILAC when determining whether
laboratories should be accredited as compliant with CPSC standards.

Management's Response
Management concurs with the finding and recommendation.
The documented policies and controls related to CPSC acceptance of testing laboratories
arc in rule 16 C.F.R. Part 1112, the standards ISO/IEC 17025 and ISO/IEC 17011, and in
ILAC's rules for accreditation bodies to become ILAC-MRA signatories and to maintain
that status. CPSC Management considers that the risk of relying on ILAC Signatory
accreditation bodies to conduct assessments of CPSC-acccptcd laboratories to be small,
in terms of potential for allowing incompetent or problematic laboratories in the CPSC
program and in terms of overall potential for introducing substantial and unreasonable
risks of injury associated with consumer products.
ILAC is the established worldwide accepted body for the accreditation of testing and
calibration laboratories.
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There is a rapidly growing demand for confonnity assessment entities that can facilitate
the acceptance of products across nations' borders, i.e., increase international trade with
less tariffs and delays in getting products to markets. This demand has resulted in the
establishment of international organizations and the development of international
standards related to all aspects confonnity assessment. ILAC was fonncd to promote
international acceptance of test results perfonned by accredited laboratories. ILAC is the
international body to which accreditation bodies become members upon application and
evaluation by their peers. ILAC has observer status with the World Trade Organization
and ILAC members participate in the writing of standards for confonnity assessment.
A series of slandards developed by the ISO/IEC provides standards for organizations that
conduct confonnity assessment activities. The ISO/IEC is a specialized system for
worldwide standardization that in part enables increased trade in the global economy.
Technical committees comprised of members from across the globe (including the United
States) collaborate to develop these confonnity assessment standards to facilitate
acceptance of testing results between countries.
The most relevant ISO/IEC standards for testing laboratories and the accreditation of
such laboratories arc: 1) ISO/IEC I 7025:2005 International Standard -General
Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories, and 2)
ISO/IEC 170 I I :2004 Confonnity Assessment -General Requirements for Accreditation
Bodies Accrediting Confonnity Assessment Bodies.
MRAs for laboratory testing began in the I 980s through a series of bilateral arrangements
between accreditation bodies. A group of five bilateral participating accreditation bodies
in the Asia-Pacific region fonncd a group to establish a multilateral arrangement. Similar
activity occurred in Europe.
In 1997, the Asia Pacific Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (APLAC) established its
MRA for testing laboratories and calibration laboratories. Also in the 1990s, the
Europeans established their Multilateral Agreement (MLA). In 2000, the ILAC MRA
was established with APLAC and the European Cooperation on Accreditation (EA) as
regional bodies and members of the AP LAC MRA and EA MLA eligible for ILAC MRA
membership. Later, the IntcrAmerican Accreditation Cooperation (IAAC) became a
regional member of ILAC.
Members of ILAC, EA, AP LAC, and other accreditation bodies around the world meet
multiple times per year to review the MRA/MLA signatories, work on standards, and to
improve the art and science of conformity assessment.
The ILAC MRA helped establish a global network of accredited testing and calibration
laboratories that arc assessed and detcnnincd to be competent by an ILAC arrangement
signatory accreditation body. There arc over 60 ILAC-MRA signatory accreditation
bodies located throughout the world. This includes MRA signatory organizations in
North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Australia, and Africa.
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ILAC MRA signatory accreditation bodies undergo peer evaluations conducted by
multinational teams of experts every four years. The evaluation teams observe the
conduct of a selection of on-site assessments performed by the accreditation body. The
evaluation of an accreditation body to establish its qualifications to be a signatory
involves a team of peers (including senior staff of experienced accreditation bodies and
subject matter experts) who conduct evaluations in accordance with ISO/IEC 17011. The
evaluations include audits at the headquarters office of the accreditation body.
Additionally, the evaluators witness the performance of the assessors during actual
assessments/reassessments of laboratories to determine compliance with ISO/JEC 17025.
ILAC, regional member bodies, and accreditation bodies conduct training for assessors
on all aspects of ILAC MRA requirements including all of the applicable ISO/IEC
standards.
ILAC's uniform approach, based on ISO/IEC standards, allows countries to establish
agreements based on mutual evaluation and acceptance of each other's laboratory
accreditation systems. Each partner in such an arrangement recognizes the other partner's
accredited laboratories as if they themselves had undertaken the accreditation of the other
partner's laboratories.
ISO/IEC 17025
The ISO/IEC 17025 standard sets out requirements for testing laboratories to demonstrate
that they operate a management system (which includes quality management), arc
technically competent, and arc able to generate technically valid results.
Laboratories are accredited to ISO 17025 for a specified technical scope. This statement
of scope comprises part of the laboratory's accreditation, and can include testing in
accordance with mandatory standards, voluntary standards, or other types of testing
regimes.
In concert with technical requirements, the ISO/IEC 17025 standard has management
requirements including organization, management systems, document control, audits, and
management reviews.
To ensure continued compliance, accredited laboratories arc regularly reassessed, to
ensure that they maintain their standards of independence and technical expertise.
ISO/IEC 17011
The ISO/IEC 17011 standard establishes requirements for accrediting organizations that
evaluate testing laboratories for confonnancc with ISO/IEC 17025.
ISO/IEC 17011 was created to be used within a framework of international MRAs that
implement a peer evaluation mechanism among nations' accreditation bodies. The peer
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evaluation process provides assurance that accreditation bodies arc operating in
accordance with the 17011 standard. The standard provides specifications for
accreditation body procedures for conducting laboratory assessments, and also provides
the procedures for the peer evaluation of operations among accreditation bodies.
Major clements of the 1SO/IEC 170 I I standard include requirements for the structure,
management, and supervision of the accreditation body organization, including
documentation of responsibilities, and demonstration of expertise. A related section of
requirements addresses impartiality of the accreditor's operations. For example, the
standard requires that the accreditation body shall ensure a balanced representation of
interested parties with no single party predominating. All accreditation body personnel
must act objectively and shall be free from any undue commercial, financial, and other
pressures that could compromise impartiality.
CPSC's Program of Acceptance of Testing Laboratories Based on Accreditation by ILAC
MRA Signatory Accreditation Bodies
CPSC staff consulted with other Federal agencies to learn the rigors of the accreditation
process and the peer review evaluations of ILAC MRA accreditation bodies. The
agencies consulted included the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
and the Office of the U.S Trade Representative (USTR). NIST is recognized as the
primary federal resource for federal Government agencies that arc considering programs
related to third-party conformity assessment. This includes providing infonnation related
to conformity assessment bodies, the applicable international standards, and practical
input on feasibility and the impacts on the regulated entities.
The CPSC staff recommended the current CPSC program that relies on accreditation by
ILAC MRA signatory accreditation bodies. The Commission voted to approve this
approach through Notices of Requirements starting in 2008 and through the rule at 16
C.F.R. Part 1112 that took effect in June 2013. This approach met several objectives:
l. Designate the core clements of a CPSC accreditation program to an entity that is
established and has acceptance on a multinational level. The entity should follow
internationally recognized standards for assessing the competence oflaboratories
and for the processes and standards used by accreditation bodies that evaluate
such laboratories
2. Designate one entity that could bring on board, on a multinational level, a large
number of peer-reviewed accreditation bodies that could begin the process of
accrediting laboratories in accordance with the CPSC-spccific requirements for a
children's product safety rule
3. Avoid designation to accreditation programs or entities that arc recognized only in
a specific region, nation, or locality. The reasons for this objective arc to:
a. Keep the program as simple as possible for use by manufacturers, private
labelers, importers, laboratories. and other interested parties
b. Avoid any perceived notions of barriers to fair trade practices
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c. Establish a program that is manageable within agency resources
d. Maintain a degree of consistency in the procedures used by the designated
accreditation bodies.
CPSC Management Recommendations in Response to the Auditor's Finding:
I.

Collect and Analyze Data from Electronic Certificates
In February 2014, the President signed Executive Order 13659, Streamlining the
Export/Import Process for America's Businesses. The Executive Order requires an
electronic information exchange capability, or "single window" through which businesses
will transmit data required by participating agencies for the importation or exportation of
cargo. The CPSC is a single window participating agency and serves as the vice-chair of
the Border Interagency Executive Council (BIEC) that oversees the implementation of
the Executive Order. The CPSC embraces the single window concept and will collect
CPSC import specific data accordingly, including electronic certificates of compliance.
The CPSC is actively working on the technical requirements to collect the electronic
certificates through the single window portal, and plans to update 16 C.F.R. Part 1110
accordingly.
Staff believes the collection of electronic certificates will facilitate the review ofthirdparty testing data of imported violative products to identify abnonnal trends that could
trigger the need for further investigation. Should the Commission approve inclusion of
this data collection into a revision to 16 C.F.R. Part 1110, staff will explore new ways lo
search the data that have the potential to identify problems with individual laboratories.
These types of investigations may also senrc to support reliance on ILAC or identify
opportunities for improvement to the CPSC program for laboratory acceptance.

11.

Monitor lLAC Activities and Changes in Policies
CPSC staff will prepare and implement written procedures that call for regular
monitoring of ILAC activities and changes in ILAC policies and procedures, especially
those that could adversely affect ILAC-MRA conditions for acceptance or contradict with
CPSC rules. As warranted, CPSC staff will engage with ILAC through its Executive or
Other Committees to emphasize CPSC rules and policies and make recommendations to
support CPSC positions that will support the CPSC program for acceptance of competent
and independent laboratories for testing of children's products in accordance with CPSC
safety rules.
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February 18, 2015
Kearney & Company
170 I Duke Street, Suite 500
Alexandria, VA 22314
Dear Kearney & Company,
CPSC Management concurs with the audit opinion rendered by Kearney and Company,
in connection with its "FY 2013 Third Party Laboratory Accreditation Program Performance
Audit," that detem1ined "the CPSC is in compliance with CPSA, as amended by CPSIA, and
internal controls have been placed into operation and are functioning efficiently and effectively
to meet the objectives of the program as of September 30, 2013." CPSC Management also
agrees that documentation of the policies and procedures noted in the audit report can be
improved upon as noted in management's response to the audit findings.
We would like to acknowledge the work of Adam Pantano in conducting this truly
collaborative audit engagement. If you require additional information, please contact me at
(JO I) 504- 7621 or rhowell@.cpsc.gov.
Sincerely,

Robert J. Howell
•These comments are those of CPSC staff, have nol been reviewed or approved by, and may noc necessarily reflect
the views of, the Commission.

CPSC Hotline: 1-800-638-CPSC (2772)

* CPSC s Web Site: htlp//www cpsc.gov

